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Abstract

Flux variations in quasars and BL Lac objects over a time scale of a day or
less suggest an extremely high brightness temperature in these sources, which can-
not be explained by conventional synchrotron theory. This work addresses the issue
of extreme brightness temperature by applying synchrotron theory to unconventional
electron distributions.

We consider a scenario in which relativistic electrons are continuously injected
into the emission region. In the first approximation, we assume the electrons are
monoenergetic for simplicity. This approximation is insufficient when modelling the
spectrum of S5 0716+714, we therefore modified the electron injection spectrum to one
which is a double power law in energy. This retains the low radio frequency spectral
characteristics of monoenergetic electrons, which extends to higher frequencies as a
power law. To complete the study of the intrinsic properties of synchrotron emission
from monoenergetic electrons, we also examine their circular polarisation.

We find that (1) electron distribution with low energy cut-off is able to generate
high brightness temperature, and (2) the flat synchrotron spectrum produced by such
distribution is in good agreement with that of the observed, and (3) in contrast to a
power-law distribution, circular polarisation of synchrotron emission from monoener-
getic electrons does not change sign.

Zusammenfassung

Die Beobachtung von Helligkeitsveränderungen in Quasaren und BL Lac Ob-
jekten auf einer Zeitskala von Tagen oder weniger, legt eine extrem hohe Helligkeit-
stemperatur in diesen Quellen nahe, die sich nicht ohne weiteres aus den bisherigen
Standard-Synchrotrontheorie-Ansätzenerklären lässt. Diese Arbeit untersucht daher
das Problem extremer Helligkeitstemperaturen im Zusammenhang der Synchrotron-
theorie für unkonventionelle Elektronverteilungen.

Wir betrachten dazu ein Modell, bei dem relativistische Elektronen kontinuierlich
in das Emissionsgebiet injeziert werden. In einer ersten Näherung nehmen wir der Ein-
fachheit halber an, dass die Elektronen mononenergetisch sind. Diese Näherung reicht
allerdings noch nicht aus, um z.B. das Spektrum des BL Lac Objektes S5 0716+714
zu modellieren. Wir führen daher eine modifizierte Elektronverteilung ein, welche
einem doppeltem Potenzgesetz in der Energie folgt. Diese ist so gewählt, dass sie
die Niederfrequenz-Radio-Spektralcharakteristik monoenegetischer Elektronen erhält
und zu höheren Frequenzen hin einem Potenzgesetz folgt. Zur vollständigen Analyse
der intrinsischen Synchrotronemission monoenergetischer Elektronen untersuchen wir
außerdem die zirkularen Polarisationseigenschaften.

Unsere Arbeit zeigt, dass entprechende Elektronverteilungen mit einer Niederenergie-
Grenze durchaus in der Lage sind, (1) das Problem der hohen Helligkeitstemperaturen
zu lösen und (2) den beobachteten, flachen Spektralverlauf erfolgreich zu erklären, und
dass (3) die zirkulare Polarisation der Synchrotronstrahlung monoenegetischer Elek-
tronen, im Gegensatz zu Potenzgesetz-Verteilungen, das Vorzeichen nicht wechselt.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Variations in flux density of active galactic nuclei (AGN) are frequently observed

at frequencies ranging from the radio band to gamma-ray energies. Studies of variability

are important since the time scale constrains the size of the emission region in which

radiation of a particular frequency band is produced. Causality arguments constrain

the size of a source of emission varying over a time scale of ∆tobs to R < Rvar = c∆tobs.

If the size of the emission region is bigger than Rvar, the different parts of the source

cannot be in causal contact, and therefore will not be varying in phase with each other.

The size constraint as well as the light curve − the temporal profile of the flux variation

− of the source are important factors in identifying the radiation mechanisms within

the source, and how this radiation propagates from the source to ultimately be observed

at Earth.

1.1 Historical overview

At radio frequencies, the time scales of the variations range from weeks to years.

In general, shorter variations, from weeks to months, are observed at higher frequencies

from 40 − 100 GHz, whereas longer variations, from months to years, are observed at

lower frequencies from 1 − 10 GHz [Bre90]. Hoyle et al (1966) [HBS66] showed that

the photon energy density in a radio source that varies over a time scale of months

is much higher than the magnetic field energy density. This implies that the photon

energy density of the Compton-scattered synchrotron photons, scattered by the en-

ergetic electrons that emitted them, must be higher than the photon energy density

of the synchrotron photons, and that each successive scattering will produce photons
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with an energy density that exceeds the previous generation. Rees (1966) [Ree66] sug-

gested that relativistic bulk motion of the source in the direction of the observer close

to the line of sight may be responsible for the apparently high flux variations at radio

frequencies. He proposed that the bulk relativistic motion of the source would boost

the observed flux roughly by the bulk Lorentz factor of the source, and he applied this

scenario to explain the observed variability of 3C 273. Doppler boosting as a result

of a fast moving source therefore appears to alleviate the problem of diverging energy

densities in the scattered photons.

The brightness (or specific intensity, Iν) of a source at a certain frequency ν is

commonly characterised by the temperature of a blackbody that has the same bright-

ness at that frequency, the brightness temperature, TB, of the source [e.g. RL79].

TB =
c2

2kBν2
Iν =

c2

2kBν2

Fν

θ2
D

(1.1)

where kB is the Boltzman constant, Fν is the specific flux density and θD is the angular

diameter of the source. Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth (1969) [KP69] formulated the

condition to avoid diverging photon energy densities into a limiting brightness temper-

ature of TB < 1012 K. This limit will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter.

Rapid variations over the time scale of days or less, referred to as intraday vari-

ability (IDV), was first observed at optical frequencies in 1967 in 3C 279 [Oke67] and in

the radio band in 1971 in OJ 287 [see e.g. EFK+72, WW95, and references given therein]

in sources classified as BL Lac objects, optically violently variable (OVV) quasars or

highly polarised quasars (HPQ). Due to the many similarities amongst these objects

− (1) smooth continuum emission from the infrared to ultraviolet band; (2) high op-

tical polarisation (∼> 3%); (3) rapid optical variability on a time scale of 1 day; (4) a

strong and variable radio continuum − they are collectively known as blazars, follow-

ing the suggestion by Spiegel (1978) at the Pittsburgh Conference on BL Lac objects.

Since then, strong radio fluxes together with rapid flux variations at GHz frequencies

have been observed in many flat spectrum radio sources [e.g. KJW+01, LJB+03, have

observed 22 and 85 IDV sources, respectively].

The problems associated with the observations of IDV quickly became apparent

on the realisation that the brightness temperatures inferred from variability are much
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higher than 1012 K. For a source at redshift z, the size of the emission region is con-

strained by R < c∆tobs/(1+z) (and the angular diameter is constrained by θD = R/D,

D being the distance from the source to the observer). Using the IDV time scale as the

upper limit of the linear size of the source, the brightness temperature of the source is

TB ≥ Tvar = 4.63× 1013

(
Fν,Jy

ν2
GHz

)(
DMpc

(1 + z)∆tobs,day

)2

K (1.2)

where ∆tobs,day = ∆tobs/(1day), Fν,Jy is the specific flux density, νGHz is the observ-

ing frequency and DMpc is the distance from the source, in unit of Jansky, GHz and

Mpc, respectively. Such high brightness temperatures contradict with the scenario

in which an avalanche in photon energy density is created as the synchrotron pho-

tons are repeatedly scattered to higher energy, resulting in the reduction of bright-

ness temperature due to the rapid energy loss experienced by the scattering elec-

trons. The high level of X-ray emissions which would result from inverse Compton

scattering of synchrotron photons have not been observed in compact radio sources

[FMC+98, SCU00, TMG+02, PCG+04, GSS+06], indicating the non-existence of such

divergence in photon energy density.

This work addresses the high brightness temperatures inferred from observations

of IDV in the radio continuum. The power-law continuum spectra in the radio to in-

frared/optical domain together with the high degree of polarisation at radio frequency,

leads to the conclusion that the rapidly varying radio emission has a synchrotron ori-

gin. Continuum emission at X- to γ-ray energies can be produced by inverse Compton

scattering of the synchrotron photons by the synchrotron-emitting electrons, a process

termed synchrotron self-Compton (SSC) emission [see e.g. Gou79]. Therefore, in order

to understand the nature of compact radio sources, it is necessary to study the radia-

tion mechanisms inside the source, and how this radiation is transported from within

the source to the surface. In the following sections, we discuss briefly the concepts

behind synchrotron radiation and synchrotron self-Compton scattering and summarise

important results which will be used in later chapters.
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1.2 Synchrotron radiation

Synchrotron radiation is emitted by relativistic electrons gyrating in a magnetic

field. It is classed as a ”non-thermal” radiation process since synchrotron spectra do

not resemble those of black-body radiation or thermal bremsstrahlung. The power

emitted by the relativistic electrons in the form of synchrotron radiation is

dE

dt
=

4
3
σTcγ2UB (1.3)

where σT is the Thomson scattering cross-section, γ is the electron Lorentz factor

and UB = B2/(8π) is the energy density of the magnetic field. Synchrotron emission is

widely accepted as the mechanism responsible for the radio emission from radio galaxies

and radio quasars and up to optical frequencies in some radio galaxies [CCC02]. It is

also proposed that X−ray continuum emission of blazar is of synchrotron origin ([Kra04]

gives a review on observations and theoretical interpretations for TeV blazars). In depth

discussion on the synchrotron formulae summarised below can be found, for example,

in [Lon92] and [RL79].

A relativistic electron with Lorentz factor γ � 1 in a magnetic field, B, moves

in a helix with its axis parallel to the direction of B, with a gyration frequency νg =

eB/(2πγmc) = νL/γ, where νL is the Larmor frequency. The emissivity for a single

electron, at frequency ν, is,

jν =
√

3
4π

αf hνL sin θ F (x) (1.4)

where θ is the angle between the magnetic field and the direction of the emitted radi-

ation, αf is the fine structure constant, x = ν/νs and νs is the characteristic frequency

of synchrotron radiation from an electron of Lorentz factor γ, defined as

νs =
3νL sin θγ2

2
= ν0γ

2 (1.5)

and the function

F (x) = x

∫ ∞

x
dzK5/3(z) (1.6)

where K5/3(z) is the modified Bessel function of order 5/3.
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For a distribution of electrons with energy between γ1mc2 and γ2mc2, the number

density of electrons in the interval γ to γ + dγ is ne(γ)dγ. The synchrotron emissivity

per unit volume is then,

Jν =
∫ γ2

γ1

jνne(γ)dγ (1.7)

The electron spectrum in phase space is often assumed to be the power law distribu-

tion, since observed radio spectra from optically thin emission often show a featureless

continuum Iν ∝ ν−α, and these are naturally produced by an electron spectrum of the

form ne(γ)dγ ∝ γ−(2α+1)dγ. For an electron distribution ne(γ)dγ = n0γ
−sdγ, Eq. (1.7)

becomes,

Jν = a(s) αf n0 hνL sin θ

(
ν

νL sin θ

)− (s−1)
2

(1.8)

a(s) =
3s/2

4π(s + 1)
Γ
(

3s + 19
12

)
Γ
(

3s− 1
12

)
(1.9)

Synchrotron photons are emitted by relativistic particles. In the rest frame of

the particle, emission is isotropic, but in the rest frame of the observer, emission is

concentrated in the forward direction within a small angle of (1/γ). The radiation is

said to be relativistically beamed. This implies that the observed radiation is amplified,

and can only be observed when the line of sight falls within this small angle of (1/γ)

of the trajectory of an electron.

Synchrotron emission is expected to have a high degree of linear polarisation

(LP) if the magnetic field is uniform. As the relativistic particle spirals around the

magnetic field line, the circular polarisation of its synchrotron emission on either side

of the field line has opposite sign and approximately equal in magnitude, so that the left

and right handed circular polarisation almost cancel each other out. If the magnetic

field direction is random, it does not favour any direction in which the electrons travel.

Therefore, the net polarisation over the region vanishes. In a uniform magnetic field,

synchrotron emission from the electron distribution ne(γ) ∝ γ−s, the degree of LP is

rL =
s + 1
s + 7

3

(1.10)

For a typical value of the electron power-law index of s = 2.5, LP can be as high as

72%.
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The degree of circular polarisation (CP) from synchrotron emission is expected

to be negligible, as explained above, since the two modes of circular polarisation are

almost cancelled out if the electron distribution is isotropic and they are embedded

in an uniform magnetic field. In reality, there is a small fraction of CP of emission

proportional to γ−1 from each relativistic electron that is not cancelled, and the angular

distribution of the electrons may not be completely isotropic. Therefore, there is always

a small degree of CP, and to order of magnitude, it is approximately

rC ∼ mc2/(kBTB) (1.11)

(detail calculations can be found in e.g. [LW68] and [Mel80]). For a source with a

brightness temperature of 1012 K, rC ∼ 0.6%.

The synchrotron emission in the form of Eq. (1.8) will only be observed if there is

no absorption by the source of emission, or any intervening matter. This work consider

only intrinsic properties of the source, therefore, only synchrotron self-absorption. The

absorption coefficient of the synchrotron-emitting electrons for unpolarised radiation is

αν = − c2

8πν2

∫ ∞

0
jνE

2 d
dE

(
ne(E)

E2

)
dE

= − c2

8πν2

∫ ∞

0

jν

mc2
γ2 d

dγ

(
ne(γ)

γ2

)
dγ (1.12)

For the same power-law electron distribution used in Eq. (1.8) in which electrons emit

according to Eq. (1.4), the absorption coefficient is

αν = b(s)
σT

αf

n0mc2

hνL sin θ

(
ν

νL sin θ

)− (s+4)
2

(1.13)

b(s) =
3(s+3)/2

64π(s + 2)2
Γ
(

3s + 22
12

)
Γ
(

3s + 2
12

)
(1.14)

The final synchrotron spectrum, Iν , which we observe as a result of spontaneous

emission and self-absorption is found by solving the transfer equation for unpolarised

radiation,

dIν

dz
= −ανIν + Jν (1.15)

where z is the distance along the ray path within the source. The solution to Eq. (1.15),

for Jν and αν independent of z, is

Iν =
Jν

αν

(
1− e−ανR

)
(1.16)
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The term Jν/αν is often referred to as the source function, Sν , and ανR is the syn-

chrotron optical depth τs, where R is the linear size of the source. The source is optically

thin if τs < 1 and is optically thick if τs > 1. In the optically thin limit for τs � 1,

Iν ∝ Jν ∝ ν−(s−1)/2, whereas in the optically thick limit for τs � 1, Iν ∝ Sν ∝ ν5/2.

1.2.1 Synchrotron self-Compton emission

In a compact synchrotron source, synchrotron photons can be scattered by the

synchrotron-emitting electrons that produce them in the first place, and in doing so,

the energy of the photons is increased by a factor of ∼ γ2, where γ is the Lorentz

factor of the electrons. These self-scattered photons can then be scattered again to

even higher energies. The scattering continue until the photon energy in the rest frame

of the electron exceeds the rest mass energy of the electron, whereupon Klein-Nishina

effects reduce the scattering cross-section between the photon and the electron such

that further scattering is very limited.

The power of inverse Compton scattering is proportional to the energy density

of the radiation field Urad,

dE

dt
=

4
3
σTcγ2Urad (1.17)

In the case of synchrotron self-Compton scattering, the power of the first generation

scattering is proportional to the synchrotron photon density. The ratio of the lu-

minosity of the synchrotron photons to the consecutive self-scattered photons can be

characterised by a dimensionless Comptonisation parameter, proportional to the square

of the energy of the electrons (this will be explained in more details in later chapters).

If this ratio exceeds unity, the luminosity of the first generation of scattered photons

becomes higher than that of the synchrotron, the luminosity of the second generation

of scattered photons exceeds that of the first, and so on. In this case, the electrons lose

their energy very rapidly to the photons, therefore suppressing synchrotron emission.

1.3 Aim of this work

We have seen a brief history of the studies of variability in AGN in this chapter,

and the contradictions between observations and theories. Clearly, the current picture
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of the theory behind IDV is still incomplete. The following two chapters are dedicated

to the discussion of the limits on the brightness temperature of a synchrotron source,

and the theoretical work that has developed so far.

In Chapter 2, we discuss the processes that can take place within the source

as the energy density of the synchrotron photons increases. These processes act to

limit the brightness temperature of the synchrotron source. We focus our discussion

on the Compton catastrophe, which gives the famous upper limit of 1012 K. When

the synchrotron photon energy density reaches the Compton catastrophe threshold, it

triggers a series of inverse Compton scattering between the energetic electrons and the

soft synchrotron photons and thus the electrons are rapidly cooled. The equipartition

of the magnetic field and particle energy density may also put a limit on the source

brightness temperature. The minimum energy content required by a synchrotron source

of a certain luminosity is approximately equal to the equipartition energy. Therefore,

this is an assumption that is incorporated in many synchrotron based models, and

is responsible for a slightly lower upper limit of 1011 K. Induced Compton scattering

between a low energy electron and a high energy synchrotron photon results in the

photon losing part of its energy to the electron. This process becomes significant as

the brightness temperature exceeds ∼ 5×109 K when low energy electrons are present,

causing a decrease in photon energy and therefore reduces the brightness temperature.

Despite all the limits arise from the various processes, as we have outlined above

and in more details in the next chapter, many flat spectrum radio sources have displayed

IDV. According to Eq. (1.2), the brightness temperature of these IDV sources would be

much higher, often by many orders of magnitude, than any of the limits listed. Extrinsic

mechanisms may account for the short time scale of flux variations in some sources but

not all. Interstellar scintillation can reproduce the rapid ”flickering” in some sources.

This mechanism is frequency dependent, and can account for variations in the radio

band. However, interstellar scintillation cannot explain the large amplitudes of some

of the observed flux variations. Gravitational microlensing predicts a flux amplifica-

tion, but it is achromatic, therefore cannot explain the frequency dependent variations.

Intrinsic explanations of IDV and the associated high brightness temperature must,

therefore, be explored. Many theories have been developed surrounding the theme of
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producing and sustaining a high brightness temperature in a compact emission region.

These theories range from the more intuitive approach of injecting ultra-relativistic

electrons in a short burst, to more exotic ones such as proton synchrotron radiation

and coherent emission mechanisms in the form of maser. In Chapter 3, we review the

main theoretical work over the years which explores mechanisms intrinsic or extrinsic

to the source, in order to explain the apparently rapid flux variations or the extremely

high brightness temperature inferred from variability.

This work aims to explain the occurrence of high brightness temperature in flat

spectrum radio sources, inferred by observations of IDV, through the construction of

a theoretical framework based on a modification to the intrinsic radiation mechanisms

involved. The model can then be applied to sources which show intrinsic variability

or sources which show high brightness temperature that cannot be accounted for by

external effects alone. Realising that synchrotron power is strongly affected by the

energy of the radiating particles, and that the reabsorption of synchrotron photon is

dominated by low energy particles, we build our model base on electron synchrotron

theory, and apply it to a non-conventional electron distribution − one which has a

deficit of electrons at low energies.

We first approximate an electron distribution which has a low energy cut-off by

monoenergetic electrons. The maximum brightness temperature that can be produced

by this model and its parameter dependence is discussed in Chapter 4. We then ex-

amine the spectral properties of synchrotron emission from monoenergetic electrons in

Chapter 5. Applying this model to an example of an IDV source S5 0716+714, it be-

comes clear that the simple monoenergetic assumption is insufficient, which then leads

us to modified the model to a double power-law electron distribution that captures the

characteristics of having a low energy cut-off by having a hard spectrum below a cer-

tain energy. The circular polarisation properties of synchrotron emission is examined

in Chapter 6, where we study the transfer of radiation inside a source of monoenergetic

electrons, taking into account the polarised absorptions as well as the Faraday effects.

In Chapter 7, we recapitulate the important findings of this work, discuss the issues

surrounding this model and the key difference of it from other models. Our concluding

remark will be presented in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

Maximum Brightness Temperature

In this chapter, we discuss three main processes that can limit the brightness tem-

perature of a synchrotron source. Compton catastrophe acts to cool the synchrotron

emitting energetic particles, hence reducing the emitted power. Induced Compton

scattering acts to decrease the energy of synchrotron photons that are emitted at the

frequency at the peak of the synchrotron spectrum, and in doing so the intensity at

the peak of the spectrum is decreased. Copious electron-positron pair production by

photon-photon interaction when the photon energy density is high confines the syn-

chrotron photons in the source. The equipartition of energy density between the mag-

netic field and the particles in itself does not impose a limit on brightness temperature.

It is however a common assumption since equipartition minimises the total energy

content of a synchrotron source, and this assumption puts a restriction on the energy

possessed by the particles. Equipartition is, therefore, included in this discussion as

one of the brightness temperature limiting factor.

2.1 Compton catastrophe

In a compact source which contains highly energetic particles, the cooling effects

of inverse Compton scattering cannot be ignored. The ratio of the inverse Comp-

ton scattering power to the synchrotron power is the ratio of the energy density of

the photon field to the energy density of the magnetic field, Urad/UB, as shown by

Eqs. (1.3) and (1.17). If the source has a low magnetic field B, such that synchrotron

luminosity is low, or it is moving with a high bulk Lorentz factor Γ, such that the source

sees a photon energy density of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) enhanced
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by Γ, the cooling of the energetic particles by scattering off CMB photons becomes

important. The energy density of the CMB photons is found by integrating over the

Planck spectrum,

UCMB =
4π

c

∫ ∞

0

2hν3

c2

1
exp(hν/kBT )− 1

=
π2(kBT )4

15(h̄c)3
(2.1)

For the CMB temperature of T ≈ 3 K, UCMB, as seen by the source, is ∼ Γ ×

10−12 ergs cm−3. This becomes comparable to the synchrotron photon energy den-

sity if the magnetic field strength in the source is < 5Γ µG. In Chapter 4, we see that

the magnetic field strength predicted by the model is many order of magnitude above

this level, therefore, inverse Compton scattering of CMB photons is neglected.

Consider a homogeneous source which size is characterised by a single spatial

scale R, radiating at a total luminosity, Ltotal = Ls + LIC, where Ls and LIC are the

luminosity of synchrotron radiation and of inverse Compton scattering, respectively.

The power emitted by inverse Compton scattering is proportional to the total photon

energy density, Urad = Ltotal/(cR2). Therefore, the ratio

LIC

Ls
=

Urad

UB
=

Ltotal/(cR2)
UB

(2.2)

Rearrangement of Eq. (2.2) shows that the total luminosity of the source is

Ltotal =
Ls

1−
(

Ls/(cR2)
UB

) (2.3)

and Ls/(cR2) = Us is the energy density of the synchrotron photons. We see from

Eq. (2.3) that when the bracketed term on the right hand side of the equation ap-

proaches unity, the total luminosity of the source increases dramatically, causing it to

cool catastrophically. The rapid rise in total luminosity implied by Eq. (2.3) when Us

approaches UB is called the Compton catastrophe.

To examine the condition of catastrophic cooling of energetic electrons more

closely, we assume an emission region of linear size R, with a homogeneous electron

distribution which has a power-law form ne ∝ γ−s, embedded in a uniform magnetic

field B. The synchrotron spectrum peaks at the frequency ν = νabs, where the optical

depth to synchrotron self-absorption is of the order of unity. Above this frequency
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the intensity falls off as Iν ∝ ν−(s−1)/2. Because more electrons become effective at

absorbing the radiation as the frequency decreases, the optically thick part of the

spectrum is not of the Rayleigh-Jeans type, Iν ∝ ν2, but has instead Iν ∝ ν5/2,

independent of the power-law index of the underlying distribution, as described in

Chapter 1. Correspondingly, the brightness temperature, defined in Eq. (1.1), peaks

at ν ≈ νabs, falling off as ν1/2 to lower and as ν−(s+3)/2 to higher frequencies.

Consider optically thick synchrotron emission at the peak frequency νabs, Iνabs
=

Kν
5/2
abs , where K is a constant that depends on ne, B and the range of electron energy, for

our discussion we assume that these quantities remain constant. Rearranging Eq. (1.1),

the synchrotron specific intensity at νabs can also be written as

Iνabs
= Kν

5/2
abs =

2 ν2
abs

c2
kBTB,max

⇒ K =
2 ν

−1/2
abs

c2
kBTB,max (2.4)

TB,max, the brightness temperature at νabs, is the maximum brightness temperature of

the source. The photon energy density from an emission with specific intensity Iν is

Uph =
4π

c

∫
ν
Iν′dν ′ (2.5)

For optically thick synchrotron emission from some minimum frequency νmin � νabs to

νabs, the photon energy density Us is

Us =
4π

c

∫ νabs

νmin

Kν ′5/2dν ′

≈ 16π

7c3
ν3
abskBTB,max (2.6)

Since an electron at a particular energy γ = kBTe/(mc2), where Te ∼ γmc2/kB is

the kinetic temperature of the electron, radiates most of its energy at a characteristic

frequency νs = ν0(kBTe/mc2). When the source is optically thick, the brightness

temperature approaches the kinetic temperature, and we can characterise the emission

at νabs by associating it with the brightness temperature measured at this frequency

as νabs = ν0(kBTB,max/mc2). This can be incorporated into the expression of Us in

Eq. (2.6), such that

Us =
16π

7c3

[
3eB

4πmc

(
kBTB,max

mc2

)2
]3

kBTB,max (2.7)
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The condition to avoid Compton catastrophe, Us/UB < 1, is [c.f. KP69]

Us

UB
= 2.5×

(
B

1G

)(
TB,max

1012K

)7

< 1 (2.8)

alternatively,

Us

UB
= 0.1×

(
νabs

5GHz

)(
TB,max

1012K

)5

< 1 (2.9)

The inequality given in Eq. (2.8) is very sensitive to the brightness temperature of

the source − if TB,max is increased by even a factor 2, the ratio Us/UB increases by

a factor of 128. We can rewrite the inequality in Eq. (2.9) into the ratio of the total

luminosity Ltotal to luminosity of the synchrotron photons Ls by a Taylor expansion of

the denominator of Eq. (2.3),

Ltotal = Ls

[
1 +

(
TB

Tthresh

)5
]

(2.10)

where TB is the intrinsic brightness temperature at νabs (we drop the subscript ”max”

in TB,max from now on) and Tthresh ≈ 1012 K at ν = νabs = 5GHz, depending somewhat

on the parameter s (which determines the energy in the electrons) and the magnetic

field strength of the source, corresponding to spectral turn-over at frequency νabs at

which the source becomes optically thin to synchrotron radiation [c.f. Rea94], as shown

above.

2.2 Equipartition of energy

We begin our discussion on the reason behind the common assumption of equipar-

tition of energy density between the magnetic field and the particles by computing

the minimum energy content required by a synchrotron source to radiate at a certain

luminosity. The total energy content of a source of volume V is the sum of the mag-

netic field energy and the energy in the particles, assuming an electron distribution of

ne(γ) = n0γ
−s = n0γ

−(2α+1),

Wtotal = V (UB + Upar)

= V

(
B2

8π
+ a

∫ γmax

γmin

γmc2ne(γ)dγ

)
(2.11)
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Other particles such as protons or positrons may also be present in the plasma, which

would contribute to the total energy in the particles. This is accounted for by a factor

of a. The inclusion of the factor a is sufficient, and the exact value of a is insignificant,

as we will see later, since the calculation of Eq. (2.11) involves other approximations, so

that the final result is only meant to be an estimate rather than an accurate evaluation,

and the dependence on a in the final expression is small.

The energy radiated by an electron distribution through synchrotron emission is

given in Eq. (1.3). The total synchrotron luminosity Ls of the electron distribution

ne(γ) in a source of volume V is predominantly from the optically thin emission, since

radiation energy is ∝ νIν . Therefore, the synchrotron luminosity is

Ls = V

∫ γmax

γmin

ne(γ)
4
3
σTcγ2UBdγ

=
4
3
V σTcn0UB

(
γ2−2α

max − γ2−2α
min

)
2− 2α

(2.12)

Evaluating the integral on the right hand side of Eq. (2.11), the energy in the electrons

is

Ue = n0mc2

(
γ1−2α

max − γ1−2α
min

)
1− 2α

(2.13)

As explained previously, an electron with a Lorentz factor γ radiates most of its energy

at ν0γ
2, we can substitute γmin and γmax in Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) in favour of νmin and

νmax. The total electron energy can be expressed as a function of the total synchrotron

luminosity,

V Ue =
3
4

(
2− 2α

1− 2α

)
mc2

σTcUB
ν

1/2
0

(
ν

(1−2α)/2
max − ν

(1−2α)/2
min

ν
(2−2α)/2
max − ν

(2−2α)/2
min

)
Ls

V Upar = V aUe = aA(α)LsB
−3/2 (2.14)

The total energy content, following from Eq. (2.11), is therefore,

Wtotal = V
B2

8π
+

aA(α)Ls

B3/2
(2.15)

If we regard Eq. (2.15) as a function of B, we can determine the magnetic

field that minimises the energy requirement of a synchrotron source by differentiat-

ing Eq. (2.15) with respect to B,

Bmin =
(

6πaA(α)Ls

V

)2/7

(2.16)
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Replacing B in Eq. (2.15) in favour of Bmin, the minimum energy requirement is

Wmin = 0.49V 3/7 (aA(α)Ls)
4/7 (2.17)

The equipartition magnetic field is deduced by equating the two terms on the right

hand side of Eq. (2.15),

Beq =
(

8πaA(α)Ls

V

)2/7

(2.18)

and the equipartition total energy content of the source can be found by replacing B

in Eq. (2.15) by Beq in Eq. (2.18),

Weq = 0.50V 3/7 (aA(α)Ls)
4/7 = 1.02Wmin (2.19)

As shown by Eq. (2.19) and Fig. 2.1, the minimum energy content required by a

synchrotron source of a certain luminosity Ls is very close to the equipartition value.

There are no physical justification for the magnetic field and the particles in a source to

be in equipartition of energy, it is however customary to use the equipartition magnetic

field as a mean to estimate the energy content of a radio source.

In an analysis of high brightness temperature radio sources in which Doppler

beaming is thought to be absent, Readhead (1994) [Rea94] measured a brightness dis-

tribution that cuts off at 1011 K; one order of magnitude lower than the inverse Comp-

ton limit. This appears consistent with observations of a sample of 48 sources showing

superluminal motion [CRH+03], in which it was found that the intrinsic brightness

temperatures cluster around 2 × 1010 K. Readhead [Rea94] argued that an apparent

maximum brightness temperature significantly lower than 1012 K could not be caused

by catastrophic Compton cooling. Instead, he suggested that sources are driven to-

wards equipartition between their magnetic and particle energy contents. Assuming,

in addition, that observations are taken at the peak of the synchrotron spectrum, and

that the electron distribution is a power-law, he showed that the equipartition bright-

ness temperature (by assuming the magnetic field strength of the source equals the

equipartition magnetic field) at an observing frequency νobs = νabs, in the rest frame

of the observer, is

Teq = 5× 1010 ν−0.03
obs S0.06

obs D0.85 K (2.20)
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Magnetic field

Energy

Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the total energy content of a source of synchrotron
radiation in black, the total energy in the radiating particles in blue and the energy in
the magnetic field in red.

where he has taken the synchrotron spectral index α = 0.75, Sobs is the flux observed

at νobs in janskys and D is the Doppler boosting factor (Here the Doppler factor

D =
√

1− β2/(1 − β cos α) with βc the source velocity and α the angle between this

velocity and the line of sight.). The equipartition brightness temperature is insensitive

to either the observing frequency or the measured flux, and only mildly sensitive to the

Doppler factor. However, Eq. (2.20) is valid only under the condition νobs = νabs.

2.3 Other processes

Two processes that act to reduce the number of synchrotron photons are discussed

briefly below. Since these processes are not included in our model, we only summarise

the ideas behind them.

2.3.1 Induced Compton scattering

Induced Compton scattering occurs as low energy electrons couple with high fre-

quency photons. At frequencies below the synchrotron peak, where the optically thick
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spectrum is independent of the power law index s of the electron energy distribution,

the photon occupation number np(ν) ∝ Iν/ν3 ∝ ν−1/2. The transition rate of a photon

from an initial state with occupation number np(ν1) into a final state with occupation

number np(ν2) is ∝ [np(ν2)+1]np(ν1). Therefore, as the photon occupation number in-

creases at the synchrotron peak due to a rise in intensity, the rate of photons departing

this state and entering a state at lower frequency increases accordingly. This implies

that in the presence of low energy electrons, the number of photons at the synchrotron

peak, at which the brightness temperature is at its maximum, will be reduced when

the synchrotron intensity reaches a certain threshold. Induced Compton scattering be-

comes an important process for reducing photon energy at a given frequency when the

brightness temperature at that frequency approaches TB > mc2/(kBτT) = 5 × 109 K,

assuming τT ∼ 1, where kB is the Boltzman constant [Syu71].

Sincell and Krolik (1994) [SK94] demonstrated by numerical simulations that

relativistic induced Compton scattering limits the brightness temperature of a self-

absorbed synchrotron source to TB < 2 × 1011ν
−1/(s+3)
GHz γ

(s+2)/(s+5)
min K, where νGHz is

the observing frequency in unit of GHz, γmin is the low energy cut-off in the electron

spectrum which is ∝ γ−s. For a conventional power-law electron spectrum spanning

down to γmin = 1, this gives a limit of TB < 2× 1011 K at 1GHz.

2.3.2 Pair production

When soft photons are emitted by energetic electrons through synchrotron ra-

diation, these synchrotron photons can then be repeatedly scattered by the energetic

electrons that produced them, as described in Chapter 1. The γ-ray photons produced

by the scattering of synchrotron photons may then have sufficient energy to produce

electron-positron pairs when interacting with the synchrotron photons. The condition

under which the production of pairs becomes significant can be measured in terms of

the compactness parameter, `, where [see, for example MK95]

` =
Lγ

cR2

σTR

hν
(2.21)

Lγ is the luminosity of the γ-ray photons in a region of radius R. The combination

Lγ/(cR2hν) gives the number density of the γ-ray photons. The compactness parame-
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ter, therefore, gives an approximate measure of the number of photons inside a cylinder

of size σTR, i.e. for ` > 1, a γ-ray photon is expected to interact with another pho-

ton over a distance of R. In this case, the γ-ray photon may encounter and couple

with a synchrotron photon before leaving the source, therefore reducing the number of

photons that would otherwise contribute to the brightness temperature at synchrotron

frequencies.



Chapter 3

Extrinsic and Intrinsic Variability

Sources that display IDV in their radio emission have an implied brightness tem-

perature ranging from a few 1012 K to as high as ∼ 1021 K in the most extreme case

(see Eq. (1.2) and [e.g., KKW+03]). The observed variability may be intrinsic, which

would require a very compact emission region with extreme conditions that enable the

production of such high brightness temperatures. Alternatively, the variation can be

introduced or modified by external factors such as interstellar scintillation or gravita-

tional microlensing.

3.1 External effects

Relative motion between the source of IDV and the interstellar medium or the

stars in the intervening galaxies or in our own galaxy may result in refraction, diffrac-

tion or gravitation microlensing (by stars) of the flux emitting by the original source.

Whereas refraction and diffraction by the interstellar medium is frequency dependent

and causes small amplitude fluctuations in the flux at low radio frequencies, microlens-

ing is independent of frequency and focuses the flux such that the source appears

brighter and more compact to the observer.

3.1.1 Interstellar scintillation (ISS)

Gradients in the particle density or turbulence in the interstellar medium result

in variations in the refractive index along the line of sight, similar to the twinkling

effect of the stars seen through the Earth’s atmosphere. Since the amount of phase

deviation of a wave propagating through a refractive medium is frequency dependent,
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ISS is frequency dependent and is most effective at low radio frequencies. A review on

the theoretical work on interstellar scintillation can be found in Rickett (1990) [Ric90]

[see also Mel94], and extensive observation of variability induced by scintillating effects

can be found in [e.g. LJB+03, RLG06].

Interstellar scintillation can either be diffractive or refractive, depending on the

size of the density inhomogeneities in relation to the size and distance of the source.

In particular, for a source at a distance D emitting at frequency ν, if the length scale

r of the density inhomogeneities is less than the Fresnel scale rF ∝ D/ν, diffractive

scintillation can be observed, whereas refractive scintillation occurs on a scale r ∼> rF.

Another important factor that needs to be considered when interpreting IDV as

a result of ISS, besides the size of the plasma inhomogeneity, is the distance of the

screen of plasma. If the IDV is caused by refractive ISS, the size r of the screen must

be able to cover the source of angular size θ = R/D (where R is the linear size of the

source). That is, the screen would have to be placed at a distance l, such that r > lθ.

If variations on a time scale of ∆t are due to a screen moving at a transverse speed

v relative to the source, the scale of the inhomogeneities is approximately r = v∆t.

Therefore, the distance of the screen cannot be further than l < v∆t/θ = (v∆t/R)D,

which typically puts the screen at a distance in our own galaxy. Since ISS is effective

only at radio frequencies, any observed correlation between radio and optical variability

would exclude the possibility of ISS as the cause of the variations.

Whereas in some cases, it is difficult to determine the cause of the rapid variabil-

ity, for example, due to the episodic behaviour of the source variability, there are two

types of behaviour which can conclusively demonstrate the presence of ISS. If the speed

of the interstellar medium (ISM) is comparable to the speed of the Earth orbiting the

Sun, then, for part of the year, the Earth is moving in the same direction as the ISM.

During this period, the relative speed between the ISM and the Earth is low, and a

longer variability time scale is observed. Six months later, the direction of the Earth is

reverse, and it moves in the opposite direction to the ISM. The relative speed between

the Earth and the ISM is increased and correspondingly, the variation time scale of

the source appears shorter. This type of an annual cycle has been observed for several

IDV sources such as in PKS 1519−273 by Jauncey et al (2003) [JJB+03], as shown in
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the upper panel of Fig. 3.1 in which both the unpolarised and polarised fluxes show

a yearly periodic behaviour which coincide with that of the annual fluctuations of the

relative ISM speed. The second conclusive feature is a time lag between the detection

of the flux variability pattern between two widely separated telescopes. This technique

can only be applied to sources with very short variability time scale (i.e., large fluc-

tuation in a short period of time) so that a variability pattern can be measured to a

precision of tens of seconds. Observations of pattern delay can be done in conjunction

with the source annual cycle, during the period when the variations are most rapid.

Such pattern delay was observed, for example, in PKS 1257−326 by Bignall et al (2006)

[BMJ+06], between the Australia Telescope Array (ATCA) and the Very Large Array

(VLA) in New Mexico. The result is shown in the lower panel of Fig. 3.1, in which the

VLA measurements lag behind the ATCA measurements by several minutes.

3.1.2 Gravitational microlensing

Chang and Refsdal (1979) [CR79] drew attention to the significance of gravita-

tional microlensing by an individual star in the lensing galaxy if the star crosses the

line of sight to the observer. Although the deflection of the light ray coming from the

distant source by the star is negligible compared to that caused by the lensing galaxy,

they showed that the observed flux rises abruptly as the star approaches the light path,

followed by a rapid decline as the star recedes.

The effect of gravitational microlensing was put forward as a scheme for a unified

model of flat spectrum radio quasars (FSRQ) and BL Lac objects [see e.g. OV90, UP95].

As we have outlined briefly in Chapter 1, there are many similarities amongst the

objects in the class of blazars. Whereas OVV and HPQ show strong emission lines, BL

Lac objects lack these features but instead have strong featureless continuum emission.

It was therefore suggested that continuum emission from a background quasar may be

gravitationally focused and amplified by a star in an intervening galaxy. Line emission,

on the other hand, originating from a more extended region, is not significantly affected

by gravitational microlensing.

Gravitational microlensing affects all frequencies equally. The relative motion

between the non-varying background quasar and the star, which causes the sudden rise
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Figure 1. The characteristic time scale at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz, of the IDV of PKS 1519!273 plotted
against day number. The top box shows the results for the total flux density, Stokes I, the central box
for the circular polarization Stokes V, and the bottom box shows the relative ISM speed if it were
moving at the local standard of rest.

maximum as the measure of the characteristic time scale. Only those observations
for which we have a minimum of 12 consecutive hours where the ACF is well
determined, were used. The 10 sessions included were from 1996 June 6, 1998
September 9, 1999 May 5, 2001 February 4, March 17, April 6, June 2, July 26,
September 20 and November 29. The top box in Figure 1 shows a plot of this time
scale measured from the ATCA total flux density data, Stokes I, at both 4.8 and 8.6
GHz, versus day of year (DOY). The presence of an annual cycle in the total flux
density variability time scale is immediately apparent.

In addition, because of the strong correlation previously observed between the
variations in the total and circularly polarized flux densities (Macquart et al., 2000),
we have also determined the time scales in the circular polarization, Stokes V, at
each frequency for each observation. This is plotted, together with the total flux
density variations, in the central box in Figure 1. Again the annual cycle is apparent,
and, not unexpectedly, it is closely in phase with the total flux density variability
time scale.

The bottom box in Figure 1 shows the plot of the relative speed versus DOY
calculated as if the ISM were moving at the local standard of rest, LSR. The
observed annual cycles in both the total flux density and circular polarization at
both frequencies are consistent with a scattering medium whose motion is very

Figure 3.1: Upper panel [JJB+03]: Variation time scale measured at 4.8 and 8.6 GHz
of PKS 1519−273 plotted against the day of the year. First box shows the total flux
density, the second box shows the circularly polarised flux density and the third box
shows the relative ISM speed. Lower panel [BMJ+06]: Simultaneous observations of
PKS 1257−326 at 4.9 and 8.5 GHz at the VLA (black) and ATCA (red) on five days.
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and decline in the flux of the continuum emission, can be the reason behind the observed

intraday variations. Although the candidates for microlensing often show intraday

variations, this effect is not the ideal explanation for a large number of IDV sources.

Several reasons include (1) the fact that BL Lac objects are observed to be at the centers

of their host galaxies, whereas it is possible for a microlensed quasar to be at other parts

of the lensing galaxy. (2) The observed time scale of the variation ∆t is related to the

transverse speed vtr and mass M of the lensing object by ∆t = v−1
tr (M/M�)0.55×1016cm

(where M� is the solar mass). If ∆t is of the order of 1 day, the relative transverse speed

between the source and the lensing object becomes relativistic, and so the observed

variations in some IDV sources are too fast to be caused by a star moving across our

line of sight, (3) frequency dependent time lags have been observed in the variations in

some of the sources, whereas microlensing is achromatic.

3.2 Intrinsic mechanisms

External effects have not been observed in all high brightness temperature sources,

for example, the correlation observed between radio and optical variability in S5 0716+714,

shown in Fig. 3.2, argues against interstellar scintillation. The variation time scale of

S5 0716+714 is of the order of a few days. As explained above, this would suggest a

transverse velocity between the source and the lensing star of relativistic speed. This

can only be achieved by a relativistically moving source, in which case, intrinsic varia-

tion would play a much more significant role than gravitational microlensing.

Even though in some sources, the variations are caused by external effects, the

implied brightness temperature are still greatly exceed 1012 K [e.g. KJW+97, Md05].

Currently, the most extreme example is the source PKS 0405-385. This source displays

diffractive scintillation [KJW+97], which places an upper limit on its angular size that

corresponds to a brightness temperature of 2× 1014 K.

3.2.1 Doppler boosting

These sources are generally assumed to be relativistically beamed, i.e., to be in

relativistic motion towards the observer [e.g., Ree66, JB73, SG85]. In this case the

intrinsic temperature is lower than that deduced for a stationary source. Recall from
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Figure 3.2: Upper panel shows the variations at 5 GHz in normalised intensities. Lower
panel shows the variations at optical wavelenght (650 nm). The maxima of the radio
flux appear to coincide with the minima of the optical flux. [WWH+96]

Eq. (1.1) that

TB =
c2

2kB

Fν

ν2θ2
D

(3.1)

For simplicity, we assume here that z = 0. In a scintillating source, its angular size,

θD, can be deduced from the size and distance of the screen. Since Iν/ν3 is Lorentz

invariant,

TB =
c2

2kBθ2
D

F ′
ν

ν ′2

(
ν

ν ′

)
=

c2

2kBθ2
D

F ′
ν

ν ′2
D (3.2)

The brightness temperature of a resolved source is therefore boosted by a factor of D.

For an unresolved source at a distance D that displays intrinsic variability, θD = R/D =

c∆t/D can only be estimated using the variation time ∆t, which, in the comoving frame

of the source, is increased by a factor of D such that ∆t′ = D∆t. Therefore,

TB =
D2

2kB

F ′
ν

ν ′2∆t′2
D3 (3.3)

The brightness temperature is boosted by a factor of D3 if the variability is intrinsic.

Doppler factors estimated from observations of superluminal motion [CRH+03]

suggest D ∼ 10− 30. The observed brightness temperatures in most sources, whether

they show intrinsic variations or scintillation induced variations, are still too high to
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be accounted for by Doppler boosting. Clearly, the intrinsic properties, dynamics and

the underlying radiation mechanisms inside the source must be reconsidered in order

to explain the inferred brightness temperature from the observations of IDV.

3.2.2 Proton-synchrotron radiation

Kardashev (2000) [Kar00] suggested that, since TB ∝ m9/7, the maximum bright-

ness temperature can be up to ∼ 1016 K if the synchrotron emitting electrons are re-

placed by protons. Inspection of Eq. (2.6) shows that, if the dependence on m remains

in the expression of Us, Eq. (2.8) then reads,

Us

UB
= 0.1×

(
m

mp

)−9 (
B

1G

)(
TB,max

1016K

)7

< 1 (3.4)

where mp is the mass of a proton. Due to the strong dependence on the mass of

the particle, replacing electrons with protons as the synchrotron radiating particles

allows the brightness temperature of the source to reach 1016 K without the onset of

catastrophic Compton cooling of the energetic protons.

Recall that particles at a certain energy kBTB/(mc2) radiates synchrotron pho-

tons at the characteristic frequency

νs =
3
4π

eB

mc

(
kBTB

mc2

)2

For electrons, the maximum brightness temperature of 1012 K is observed at GHz

frequencies when the magnetic field is approximately 10 mG,

νs = 1.2GHz×
(

B

10mG

)(
TB

1012K

)2 ( m

me

)−3

(3.5)

However, in order to observe proton synchrotron radiation at GHz frequencies, a much

stronger magnetic field is required,

νs = 1.9GHz×
(

B

1G

)(
TB

1016K

)2
(

m

mp

)−3

(3.6)

Another interpretation of the above results is that, in a source with a magnetic field of

1G in which both electrons and protons are present, if the proton synchrotron spectrum

peaks at ≈ 1 GHz, the electron synchrotron spectrum peaks at ≈ 100 GHz. This

implies that the majority of the proton synchrotron emission would be re-absorbed
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by the electrons and would not be observed. Proton synchrotron emission can only

be observed in regions with large magnetic field where energetic electrons are not

accelerated as efficiently or lose their energy much more rapidly than protons as a

result of synchrotron emission (dE/dt ∝ σT ∝ m−2).

3.2.3 Electron injection or re-acceleration

Slysh (1992) [Sly92] (also see [Kar00]) argued that in a source where radiative

losses are compensated by either injections of relativistic electrons, or by constant re-

acceleration of the electrons within the source, it is possible for a synchrotron source to

sustain a brightness temperature of ∼ 1015 K in the period of ∼ 1 day, provided that

second order and higher scattering is suppressed by the Klein-Nishina effect.

Assuming that synchrotron losses is negligible compare to inverse Compton losses,

by integrating Eq. (1.17) for single scattering, i.e., Urad = Us, where Us is shown in

Eq. (2.6), Slysh found that, as a function of time t, the electron energy

γ =
γ0(

1 + 4πσTν3
abs

t

c2
γ2

0

)−1/2
(3.7)

Note that the second term in the denominator on the right hand side of Eq. (3.7) differs

slightly from integrating Eq. (1.17) with Urad given by Eq. (2.6) since there are small

differences between our approximations when evaluating Us and Slysh’s approxima-

tions, but the difference is only of the order of unity. Provided that the initial energy

of the electrons being injected into the emission region is large enough, such that the

following inequality is satisfied

γ0 �
c(

4πσTν3
abst

)−1/2
(3.8)

the resulting electron Lorentz factor can be approximated as

γ =
c(

4πσTν3
abst

)−1/2
(3.9)

At νabs ∼ 1 GHz, Eq. (3.8) reads γ0 � 106(t/days)−1/2. Eq. (3.9) implies an electron

Lorentz factor of γ ∼> 106 within a period of 1 day if the inequality is satisfied. There-

fore, at ν = νabs at which the kinetic temperature of the electrons equals the radiation

(brightness) temperature, TB ≈ γmc2/kB = 5× 1015 K.
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Alternatively, instead of an initial injection of highly relativistic electrons, the

electrons can be constantly accelerated inside the source. Assuming a first order Fermi

acceleration process at the shock front of a strong shock, Slysh computed the electron

energy as a function of time again by integrating Eq. (1.17) with Urad given by Eq. (2.6),

with the additional term a which gives the energy gain due to the acceleration by a

strong shock with a shock front velocity V , such that

dE

dt
= a−

(
dE

dt

)
IC

(3.10)

where (dE/dt)IC is given by Eqs. (1.17) and (2.6). The energy gain term a is related

to the electron Larmour frequency νL and the kinetic energy of the shock front by

a =
3π

10
νLmeV

2 (3.11)

Eventually, the energy losses due to inverse Compton scattering is balanced by the

energy gain due to acceleration, and the resulting electron energy is

γ =

(
V 2

10σTν2
abs

)1/5

(3.12)

For a strong shock with a shock velocity V ∼ 0.1c, the resulting electron Lorentz factor

γ = 6× 104, and the brightness temperature TB = 3× 1014 K.

At first sight, the two scenarios described above appear to be able to explain very

high brightness temperature. However, Slysh’s model neglected second and subsequent

inverse Compton scattering. At such high photon energy density, one would expect

inverse Compton scattering to be very effective, and with the presence of such high

energy electrons, higher order scattering is also expected. In this case, this model fails

to account for the possibility of Compton catastrophe. Another problem associated

with this model arises from electron-positron pair production as the luminosity of the

inverse Compton scattered photons increases. This will be discussed in more details in

Chapter 4.

3.2.4 Source geometry

Geometric effects has been considered as a possible explanation to the observed

high brightness temperature. Protheroe (2003) [Pro03] suggested that, if an elongated
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source is observed end on, the resulting flux density would appear to be many orders

of magnitude higher than if a source of the same radius is spherically symmetric.

In his model, Protheroe assumed a cylindrical source of length `′ (prime denote

quantity measured in the comoving frame of the source) and radius r = θDD, where θD

is the angular diameter and D is the distance from the source, containing a monoen-

ergetic distribution of electrons. He further assumed there is equipartition of energy

between the magnetic field and the particles. Estimating the electron Lorentz factor

at the source by the flux Fabs measured at νabs, assuming that the observing frequency

ν = νabs (see Eq. (1.1))

γ′ =
γ

D
=

2
3

Fabs

Dmν2
absθ

2
D

(3.13)

At the self-absorption frequency νabs, the synchrotron optical depth τs = 1. Assuming

the source is viewed along the axis of the cylinder, τs = αν`
′, and

τs ∝ `′γ−5/3 (3.14)

(c.f. Eq. (A.11) in Appendix A in the limit x � 1) implying that the electron en-

ergy has a dependency of γ ∝ (`′/r)−3/5. Therefore, when observing at νabs, if the

source is elongated, the electron energy required to produce a certain level of flux is

reduced, hence the intrinsic brightness temperature TB ∝ γ can be lowered significantly

if (`′/r) � 1.

However, since the dependence on (`′/r) is relatively weak, this model requires

an increase of (`′/r) by approximately 2 orders of magnitude in order to reduce the

Doppler boosting factor by 1 order of magnitude to account for the same brightness

temperature. This model is also not able to explain fast variations in the observed flux

since causality arguments would still limit the variability time scale of a cylindrical

source to tvar ∝ `′. Also, as mentioned before in Chapter 1, IDV is observed frequently

in many flat spectrum radio sources. Geometric effects which is only significant within

a very small viewing angle is, therefore, not statistically favoured.

3.2.5 Coherent emission

Coherent emission mechanism in which relativistic electrons radiate collectively

can naturally produce very high brightness temperature, depending on the size of the
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coherent volume [e.g. LP92, BL98, BER05].

Eqs. (2.6) and (3.4) can be used to estimate the effect of coherent emission.

Consider synchrotron emission by a collection of N electrons, the mass m and the

charge e in Eqs. (2.6) and (3.4) are then replaced by Nm and Ne. The limiting

brightness temperature becomes TB ∝ (Nm)9/7(Ne)−3/7B1/7, or, for electrons,

TB < 1012 K×
(

B

1G

)1/7

N6/7 (3.15)

and the synchrotron characteristic frequency, after substituting TB with Eq. (3.15) is

νs = 1.2GHz×
(

B

10mG

)5/7

N−2/7 (3.16)

Therefore, to increase the brightness temperature at GHz frequenceis by increasing the

number of coherently emitting electrons would require a large magnetic field.

This example only illustrates the possibility of coherent emission qualitatively,

there are as yet no comprehensive model of coherent emission mechanisms suitable for

application in blazars. Some of the central argument against coherent emission is that

the observed emission shows features that resemble synchrotron radiation such as broad

continuum emission, rather than any known form of coherent emission (see [Mel02] for

discussion on arguments against coherent emission), and that induced Compton scat-

tering would prevent the escape of the GHz photons produced this way and, therefore,

the emission would not be observed.



Chapter 4

Synchrotron Emission from Monoenergetic Electron

In this chapter, we re-examine the limit of inverse Compton catastrophe and the

assumption of equipartition of energy between magnetic field and particle energy den-

sity in a synchrotron source. The source is assumed to contain a monoenergetic electron

distribution instead of the conventional power-law. Although this assumption appears

at first sight highly restrictive, the form of the synchrotron emissivity means that under

some circumstances such a distribution provides a good approximation to several more

commonly encountered cases, including that of a conventional power-law distribution

that is truncated to lower energy at a Lorentz factor γmin. Synchrotron emission from

monoenergetic electrons was considered by Crusius-Waetzel (1991) [Cru91] and found

to be able to reproduce brightness temperatures which exceed 1012 K. This model,

however, is restricted by requirement of observing at the synchrotron self-absorption

frequency νabs.

Monoenergetic distributions have been proposed in connection with radio sources

for a variety of reasons: the absence of low energy electrons can account for the lack of

Faraday depolarisation in parsec-scale emission regions [War77, JO77] and has recently

been discussed in connection with statistical trends in the observed distribution of

superluminal velocities as a function of observing frequency and redshift [GBW04].

Also, [BFC+06] recently examined the radio and x-ray emission from the lobe regions of

a giant radio galaxies 6C 0905+3955, and deduced a low energy cutoff of the relativistic

particles in the hotspots of γmin ∼ 104.

In Sect. 4.1 we use standard theory to discuss the general properties of the syn-

chrotron spectra emitted by a homogeneous source. A set of spatially averaged equa-
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tions describing the evolution of the electron Lorentz factor and both the synchrotron

and the associated inverse Compton scattered emission is presented in Sect. 4.2. Hav-

ing identified in these equations the threshold for the inverse Compton catastrophe, we

discuss the parameter space available to stationary solutions in Sect. 4.3. We report

the results that temperatures considerably in excess of 1012 K are permitted, and show

that in the case of resolved sources, the onset of catastrophic cooling occurs over a

wide range of temperatures, consistent with the observed temperature range, which we

previously reported in [KT06, TK07]. Finally, we address in Sect. 4.4 the suggestions

by [Sly92] that extremely high brightness temperatures can be achieved in nonstation-

ary sources either by injecting electrons at high energy, or by balancing their cooling

against a powerful acceleration mechanism.

4.1 Synchrotron spectra

We consider a homogeneous source region characterised by a single spatial scale

R, that contains monoenergetic electrons and possibly positrons of Lorentz factor γ and

number density Ne immersed in a magnetic field B. Expressions for the synchrotron

emissivity and absorption coefficients can be found in many excellent texts (e.g., Rybicki

and Lightman [RL79, Chapter 6], and Longair [Lon92, chapter 18]).

For any given source there exists a frequency νabs below which absorption is

important, this will be explained in Section 4.3 when we discuss the model parameters.

Since B and γ also define a characteristic synchrotron frequency νs (see Eq. A.3), the

sources we consider can be divided into two categories: those with weak absorption

in which νabs < νs and those with strong absorption νabs > νs. Note that this

division is independent of the observing frequency, since it relates only to intrinsic

source properties. The synchrotron spectra that emerge in these two cases are quite

different, and are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. A feature they have in common is that the

low energy spectrum has the Rayleigh-Jeans form Iν ∝ ν2, where Iν is the specific

intensity at frequency ν. This property contrasts with the ν5/2 dependence of Iν at low

frequencies of a source containing a power-law distribution of electrons. The reason is

that a power-law distribution contains cold (low energy) electrons that contribute to

the absorption at low frequencies.
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The brightness temperature, TB = c2Iν/(2ν2kB), where kB is Boltzmann’s con-

stant, is a function of frequency and is also illustrated in Fig. 4.1. At low frequency,

it attains its maximum value roughly in “equilibrium” with the electrons: TB,max =

3γmc2/4kB, then decreases monotonically to higher frequencies. In the case of weak

absorption, TB,max ∝ ν−5/3 for νabs < ν < νs, and then cuts off exponentially as

ν−3/2 exp (−ν/νs) once νs is exceeded. In strongly absorbed sources, the brightness

temperature remains almost constant until the frequency exceeds νs upon which it falls

off as ν−1 until the source becomes optically thin, after which the exponential cut-off

T ∝ ν−3/2 exp (−ν/νs) takes over.

Although four parameters (γ, Ne, B and R) are needed to define a source model,

the division between strong and weak absorption is simple. It occurs at a critical

Lorentz factor γc given by (see Eq. A.10 in Appendix A)

γc = 324×
(

Ne

1 cm−3

)1/5 ( R

1 kpc

)1/5 ( B

1 mG

)−1/5

(4.1)

or, equivalently,

γc = 4451× τ
1/5
T

(
B

1 mG

)−1/5

(4.2)

where τT = NeRσT is the Thomson optical depth of the source. Strong absorption

occurs for low Lorentz factors γ̂ = γ/γc < 1 and weak absorption for high Lorentz

factors γ̂ > 1. If the Lorentz factor γ is held constant, the strong absorption regime

may be reached from the weak by increasing τT at constant B, or by decreasing B at

constant τT.

In his model of high-brightness temperature sources, Slysh [Sly92] considered the

strong absorption case. The most important property of the assumed distribution in

this case is the lack of high energy electrons: the addition of a population of cold

electrons, which would correspond to a power-law distribution truncated to higher

Lorentz factors, would reduce the brightness temperature of the source at x < 1 (in

Fig. 4.1) but would not significantly influence this quantity, for x > 1.

On the other hand, Crusius-Waetzel [Cru91] and Protheroe [Pro03] considered

weak absorption, where the key property of the model distribution is the absence of low

energy electrons. In this case, the monoenergetic model is a good approximation to a

power-law distribution truncated to lower electron energies at γ = γmin. The addition
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of a high-energy power-law tail affects the spectrum at x > 1, but does not change the

maximum brightness temperature achieved at x ∼< 1. Furthermore, the truncation need

not be sharp: provided the opacity at low frequencies is dominated by the contribution

of electrons with γ ≈ γmin, the monoenergetic approximation is good. This is the case

if, for γ < γmin, the spectrum is sufficiently hard: dN/dγ ∝ γ−q with q ≤ 1/3. In

particular, the low energy tail of a relativistic Maxwellian distribution (q = −2) falls

into this category.

In contrast to the pure power-law distribution, where the self-absorption turnover

is strongly peaked, the emission of a weakly absorbed source — shown in red in the

upper panel of Fig. 4.1 — is flat over nearly two decades in frequency. It therefore

provides a natural explanation of compact flat-spectrum sources, eliminating the need

to appeal to a “cosmic conspiracy” behind the superposition of peaked spectra from

different parts of an inhomogeneous source [Mar80].

For the treatment of inverse Compton scattering, it is necessary to evaluate the

the energy density Us in synchrotron photons in a given source. To do this, Iν must

be integrated over angles and over frequency. The result depends on the geometry

and optical depth as well as the position within the source. An average value can be

estimated by introducing a geometry dependent factor, ζ, defined according to:

Us ≈ 4πζ

c

∫ ∞

0
dν 〈Iν〉 (4.3)

where 〈Iν〉 is conveniently taken to be the specific intensity along a ray path that is

within the source for a distance R and is perpendicular to the local magnetic field.

[Pro02] has evaluated ζ for several interesting special cases. For a roughly spherical

source, it is of the order of unity. We show in the following section that the choice

ζ = 2/3 is consistent with our spatially averaged treatment of the kinetic equations.

The dominant contribution to the integral over the spectrum arises from photons of

frequency close to νs in the case of weak absorption, and close to νabs in the case of

strong absorption. Using this approximation, for weak absorption (γ̂ > 1):

Us ≈ 4.1× 10−6γ2ζ

(
B2

8π

)(
Ne

1 cm−3

)(
R

1 kpc

)
(4.4)

or, equivalently,

Us ≈ 2γ2τTζ

(
B2

8π

)
(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: The synchrotron spectra (upper panel) and brightness temperatures (lower
panel) of sources with monoenergetic electrons in the case of strong (blue) and weak
(red) absorption. The green curves show the optically thick (Iν = Sν) and optically
thin (Iν = τsSν) approximation. In the upper panel, Iν is in arbitrary units, and in
the lower, the brightness temperature is normalised to the energy of the electron. x is
the ratio of the frequency to the characteristic synchrotron frequency of the electrons
νs. The blue (red) curves correspond to a source which has an optical depth of unity
to synchrotron self-absorption at x ≈ 5 (x ≈ 0.05). For ease of display, the upper
panel compares sources with equal flux at high frequency, whereas the lower compares
sources with equal flux at low frequency.

and for strong absorption (γ̂ < 1):

Us ≈ 8.9× 10−18γ7
c ζ

(
B2

8π

)(
B

1 mG

)
(ln γ̂)2 (4.6)

An approximation that is accurate for all values of the optical depth is given in

Eq. (A.23) of Appendix A.

4.2 Spatially averaged equations

An approximate, spatially averaged set of equations governing the energy balance

of particles and synchrotron radiation in a source can be found following the approach
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of Lightman and Zdziarski [LZ87] and Mastichiadis and Kirk [MK95]. In terms of the

time-dependent synchrotron radiation energy density U0(t) one can write:

dU0

dt
+ c 〈αν〉U0 +

c

R
U0 = 〈jν〉 (4.7)

The second and third terms on the left-hand side of this equation represent the rate

of energy loss by the radiation field due to synchrotron self-absorption and escape

through the source boundaries; the right-hand side is the power put into radiation

by the particles. The angle brackets indicate a frequency and angle average, but,

within this spatially-averaged treatment, an exact calculation of the frequency average

is unnecessary; it suffices to replace the absorption coefficient by its value where the

energy density of the synchrotron spectrum peaks i.e., at ν = νs in the case of weak

absorption and ν = νabs in the case of strong absorption. In terms of the optical depth

to synchrotron absorption at this point, τp ≤ 1, the equation becomes:

dU0

dt
+

c

R
(1 + τp) U0 = 〈jν〉 (4.8)

The right-hand side of this expression can now be found by demanding it gives the

correct steady solution at both large and small optical depth. The resulting equation

is:

dU0

dt
+

c

R
(1 + τp) [U0(t)− Us(γ)] = 0 (4.9)

where Us is the steady-state synchrotron radiation energy density, evaluated according

to Eq. (4.3), with an appropriate value of the parameter ζ.

The corresponding equation for the particles that takes into account synchrotron

absorption and emission as well as an acceleration term takes the form

Nemc2 dγ

dt
=

c

R
τpU0 −

c

R
(1 + τp) Us + a eBcNe (4.10)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.10) is the power taken from the radiation

field by self-absorption and the second term is that returned to it — both of these appear

in Eq. (4.9). The third term describes the energy input by particle acceleration. The

particular scaling used follows that of Slysh [Sly92], and models a generic first-order

Fermi process. For a independent of γ, the acceleration rate is proportional to the gyro
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frequency, and for a = 1 it equals this value. The acceleration timescale equals the

crossing time of the source when a = γmc2/(eBR).

Multiple inverse Compton scatterings can be accounted for as follows: First we

label the photons present in the source according to how many scattering events they

have suffered after production by the synchrotron process. The energy density of

these photons is denoted by Ui Thus, i = 0 corresponds to photons emitted by the

synchrotron process which have not undergone a scattering, and the corresponding

energy density is governed by Eq. (4.9). Assuming the source is optically thin to

Thomson (or Compton) scattering, the dominant loss mechanism for the energy density

of photons belonging to a given generation i ≥ 1 is escape from the source, rather than

conversion to the i+1’th generation. In this case, we can write for the time-dependence

of Ui:

dUi

dt
+

c

R
Ui = Qi (4.11)

where Qi is the rate per unit volume at which energy is transferred into photons of the

i’th generation by inverse Compton scattering, for i ≥ 1, or by synchrotron radiation

for i = 0.

If the inverse scattering process proceeds in the Thomson regime a simple ex-

pression can be found for Qi. However, as i increases, hνi also increases, eventually

becoming comparable to the electron energy when viewed in its rest frame. When this

happens, Klein-Nishina modifications to the Thomson cross section become important,

reducing the value Qi. We take approximate account of this effect by limiting the

number of scatterings to Nmax, and using the Thomson approximation to evaluate Qi

for i ≤ Nmax. In this case, the average energy of a scattered photon of the i′th genera-

tion is νi = 4γ2νi−1/3 and the rate of such scatterings in unit volume of the source is

NeσTcUi−1/(hνi−1). Therefore

Qi =


ξcUi−1/R for 1 ≤ i ≤ Nmax

0 for i > Nmax

(4.12)

where the parameter ξ is defined as

ξ =
4
3
NeσTRγ2
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=
4γ2τT

3
(4.13)

The appropriate value of Nmax is chosen by requiring the average energy of the

Nmax generation of photons viewed in the electron rest frame γ(4γ2/3)Nmaxhν0 to be

less than the electron energy:

Nmax = floor

[
ln
(
mc2/hν0

)
2 ln γ

+
1
2

]
(4.14)

For synchrotron radiation, Eq. (4.9) implies

Q0 =
cτp

R
(Us − U0) +

c

R
Us (4.15)

In the stationary case, U0 = Us, therefore Eq. (4.15) reads Q0 = cU0/R. Eqs. (4.12) and

(4.15) then give Q1/Q0 = ξ. However, assuming scattering in the Thomson regime, the

ratio of the energy lost by synchrotron radiation to that by inverse Compton scattering

in the steady state equals the ratio of the energy density of the magnetic field to that

of the target photons, i.e. Q0/Qi = B2/(8πUi−1), which, for i = 0, implies

Q1

Q0
= ξ = Us

8π

B2

⇒ Us = ξ

(
B2

8π

)
(4.16)

Comparison with Eq. (4.5),

Us =

(
4γ2τT

3

)(
B2

8π

)
≈ 2γ2τTζ

(
B2

8π

)
(4.17)

confirms that the spatially averaged kinetic equations are consistent with the choice

ζ = 2/3 for the geometry dependent factor.

Finally, the electron equation (4.10) acquires the additional loss terms from in-

verse Compton scattering:

Nemc2 dγ

dt
= −

Nmax∑
i=0

Qi + a eBcNe (4.18)

The set of equations (4.11) and (4.18) can be rewritten by introducing the total

energy density of scattered radiation:

UT =
Nmax∑
i=1

Ui (4.19)
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Then, using dimensionless variables according to Û = U
(
8π/B2

)
, t̂ = tc/R and Q̂i =

8πcQi/(RB2) one finds

dÛT

dt̂
+ [1− ξ] ÛT = ξ

(
Û0 − ÛNmax

)
(4.20)

If UNmax remains always negligibly small, then all significant scatterings occur in the

Thomson regime, and the set of equations (4.11) (for i = 0), (4.18), and (4.20) can be

conveniently formulated in terms of three characteristic values of the Lorentz factor:

dÛT

dt̂
= −

[
1− (γ/γcat)

2
]
ÛT + (γ/γcat)

2 Û0 (4.21)

dÛ0

dt̂
= −Û0 + Q̂0 (4.22)

dγ

dt̂
= −γeq

[
Q̂0 + (γ/γcat)

2 ÛT

]
+ γtra (4.23)

where γeq is chosen so that there is equipartition between particle and magnetic energy

densities for γ = γeq:

γeq = B2/(8πNemc2) (4.24)

γcat is given by setting ξ = 1

γcat =

√
3

4τT
(4.25)

and γtr corresponds to the maximum Lorentz factor of a particle that can be confined

in the source, i.e., whose gyro-radius is less than R:

γtr = eBR/(mc2) (4.26)

The significance of γcat can be seen from the steady state solution of Eqs. (4.21)

and (4.22): UT = Us/
(
γ2

cat/γ2 − 1
)
. For values of γ that approach γcat from below, the

energy density in the radiation field, and, hence, the luminosity diverge. Thus, under

the assumption that all scatterings take place in the Thomson limit, no stationary

solutions can be found for

γ ≥ γcat (4.27)

This phenomenon is the nonrelativistic or ”Thomson” manifestation of the Compton

catastrophe described in the Chapter 2. In the weak absorption limit, Ûs = γ2/γ2
cat,
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confirming the well-known result that the Compton catastrophe sets in when the energy

density in synchrotron photons exceeds the magnetic energy density. However, this

result does not apply to the case of strong absorption, where we find Ûs ∼ γ5
cat/γ5

c � 1.

In this regime, the synchrotron radiation energy density can be much smaller than the

energy density in the magnetic field at the point where catastrophic cooling sets in.

Physically, the scattered photons feed on each other to produce the catastrophe in this

regime, and do not require a substantial synchrotron photon density. In a realistic

model, the divergence of the luminosity is prevented by Klein-Nishina effects, that

effectively truncate the series in Eq. (4.19). For example, if TB,max = 1012 K, at an

observing frequency of 1GHz, so that γ ≈ 200, then, from Eq. (4.14), the number of

terms contributing to the sum is Nmax = 2.

4.3 Stationary solutions

In this section we consider a self-absorbed synchrotron source in a stationary

state. We first compute the maximum brightness temperature attainable by an intraday

variable source before it reaches Compton catastrophe. Since an IDV source cannot

be resolved, we derive the brightness temperature limit by expressing the intrinsic

source parameters in terms of observable parameters. We then examine the intrinsic

parameters of a resolved source, where the linear size of the source can be specified.

4.3.1 Intraday variable sources

Denoting the electron characteristic frequency in the source by ν0 = 3eB/(4πmc)

and the Thomson optical depth corresponding to the monenergetic electrons by τT, the

optical depth to synchrotron absorption τs is

τs =

√
3τTmc2K5/3(x)

4αfhν0γ5
(4.28)

(see Eqs. (A.9) to (A.11)) where

x =
ν(1 + z)
Dγ2ν0

(4.29)

ν is the observing frequency, D =
√

1− β2/(1−β cos φ) is the Doppler boosting factor

for a source moving at speed cβ at an angle φ to the line of sight. The characteristic
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synchrotron frequency νs = γ2ν0 sin θ, θ is the angle between the line of sight and the

magnetic field B, which, for simplicity, we assumed to be ≈ π/2, such that sin θ ≈ 1.

Inspection of Eq. (4.28) shows that, since the modified Bessel function K5/3(x) always

increases with decreasing x, for any given set of parameters, there will always be a

frequency νabs low enough, and therefore K5/3(xa) large enough, for τs to increase

beyond unity.

The observed brightness temperature TB, related to the the specific intensity of

radiation Iν by Eq. (1.1) can be expressed as,

kBTB

mc2
=

D
1 + z

(
γF (x)

2x2K5/3(x)

)(
1− e−τs

)
(4.30)

For comparison with observations of intra-day variable sources, it is convenient

to formulate the expression for the specific intensity in Eq. (1.16) in terms of quantities

accessible to observation. Substituting the parameter x from Eq. (4.30) with ν0 and γ,

and then eliminating ν0 and γ in favour of the new parameters ξ and τs according to

Eqs. (4.13) and (4.28), the brightness temperature can be written as

kBTB

mc2
=

(
33/2mc3

45πe2ν

)1/5(
ξD6

(1 + z)6

)1/5(
1− e−τs

4τ
1/5
s

) F (x)

x9/5K
4/5
5/3 (x)

 (4.31)

The first term in parentheses on the right-hand side of this equation is independent of

the source parameters. The third term in parentheses reaches a maximum of the order

of unity at τp ∼ 1. The fourth, however, diverges for small x as x−2/15. Thus, even with

ξ < 1 and D < 10, it is possible to find source parameters for which this formula gives

an arbitrarily high brightness temperature at any specified observing frequency. The

restriction ξ < 1 applies if in order to avoid catastrophic cooling. The divergence of

TB at small x can be constrained by introducing a parameter νmax, such that optically

thin synchrotron emission with Iν ∝ ν1/3 extends only up to the frequency ν = νmax.

Optical observations of PKS 1519 −273, PKS 0405 −385 and J1819 +3845 [HW96,

and Wagner, priv. comm.] indicate that νmax ∼< 1014 Hz.

Expressing Eq. (4.31 in terms of the observed (at z = 0) quantities and replacing

x in favour of νmax,14, we find, in the case of weak absorption, and at low frequency

(ν � νs)

TB =1.2×1014

(
D6

10ξ

(1+z)6

)1/5(
1− e−τs

τ
1/5
s

)
ν

2/15
max14ν

−1/3
GHz K (4.32)
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where D = 10D10 is the Doppler boosting factor, z is the redshift of the host galaxy,

τs is the optical depth of the source at the observing frequency ν = νGHz GHz, and the

characteristic synchrotron frequency of the electrons is νs = νmax,14 × 1014 Hz.

According to Eq. (4.32), brightness temperatures of TB ≈ 1013 K, such as ob-

served in the sources PKS 1519 −273 and PKS 0405 −385 [MKRJ00, RKJ02] can be

understood within a simplified homogeneous synchrotron model in which ξ ∼< 1, im-

plying a relatively modest inverse Compton luminosity, i.e., no catastrophe. Even the

extremely compact source J 1819 +3845, which has TB ∼> 2× 1014 K can be accommo-

dated in a catastrophe-free model provided the Doppler factor is greater than about

15. In each case, a hard spectrum is predicted, extending to νmax,14 × 1014 Hz. Al-

though the dependence of the brightness temperature on this parameter is quite weak,

simultaneous observations in the radio to IR and optical [OWG+06] have the potential

to rule out this explanation on a source by source basis, which we will show in the next

chapter.

A particularly interesting source property is the degree of intrinsic circular po-

larisation rc. Assuming a pure electron-proton plasma [Mel80],

rc =
1
3

(
2

xγ3

)1/3

cot θ Γ(1/3) (4.33)

= 1.9×
(

τp

D10ξ

)1/5

ν
1/5
max,14 cot θ % (4.34)

In the case of a power-law electron distribution, rc changes sign when the optically

thick regime is entered [JO77]. We will address this issue in Chapter 6. To order of

magnitude, one can estimate the peak value using this expression, which is remarkably

insensitive to all source parameters other than the magnetic field direction. Several

extra-galactic sources of extremely high brightness temperature display circular polar-

isation at the percent level [Mac03], in particular PKS 1519−273 and PKS 0405−385.

In the absence of a low energy cut-off in the electron distribution, the degree of polari-

sation is far too small to explain the observations (see Eq. (1.11). However, Eq. (4.34)

shows that for a monoenergetic electron distribution, the intrinsic emission can be po-

larised at the percent level or above, depending on the geometry of the magnetic field

configuration.

The ratio of energy density in the energetic electrons to that in the magnetic field
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η, the total energy content of the source Etotal and the ratio of the synchrotron cooling

time scale tcool to the light crossing time R/c can also be expressed in terms of the two

observable quantities, νGHz and νmax,14, and the Comptonisation parameter ξ and the

linear size of the source R (see Appendix A):

η = 2.9×
( D10

1 + z

)13/5
(

ξ8

τ3
s

)1/5

sin2 θ R−1
−2 ν

−8/5
max,14 ν−1

GHz (4.35)

Etotal = 4.6× 1047
( D10

1 + z

)−14/5 ( ξ

τs

)−4/5

sin−2θ R3
−2 ν

22/15
max,14 ν

30/17
GHz ergs(4.36)

ctcool

R
= 2.9×

( D10

1 + z

)13/5 ( ξ

τs

)3/5

sin2 θ R−1
−2 ν

−8/5
max,14 ν−1

GHz (4.37)

where we have written the source size as R = R−2 × 0.01 pc.

Eq. (4.35) shows that the total energy content of a self-absorbed synchrotron

source which contains monoenergetic electrons is approximately equally divided be-

tween the energetic particles and the magnetic field, but will be dominated by the

energy density in the relativistic particles in strongly Doppler boosted sources. Due to

the same strong dependence on the Doppler boosting factor in Eq. (4.36), the total en-

ergy content of the source should not exceed 1047 ergs. The ration shown in Eq. (4.37)

is an important determining factor for the validity of the monoenergetic assumption.

If the electrons, travelling at a speed v ∼ c, leave the emission region (characterise

by linear scale R) before loosing a significant portion of their energy to synchrotron

emission, the electron population within the source is then able to sustain a monoener-

getic distribution. On the other hand, in a strong magnetic field in which synchrotron

cooling is fast such that the quantity in Eq. (4.37) becomes < 1, the monoenergetic

electron spectrum would evolve into ne ∝ γ−2.

4.3.2 Resolved sources

In a seminal paper, [Rea94] discussed the distribution in brightness temperature

of a sample of powerful sources whose angular size could either be measured directly, or

constrained by interplanetary scintillation. In discussing these objects several simplifi-

cations must be made, even within the context of a homogeneous synchrotron model.

Firstly, in the two low frequency samples (81.5 MHz and 430 MHz) considered by

Readhead [Rea94], the emission is thought to be almost isotropic. Doppler boosting is
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Figure 4.2: The brightness temperature as a function of γeq and γcat assuming equipar-
tition between the magnetic and particle energy densities and a source size 1 kpc. Black
contour lines indicate log10(T/Kelvin) = 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14. The red dot-dashed
line is the locus of points at which the characteristic synchrotron frequency of the emit-
ting particles is 81.5 MHz, the yellow short dashed line shows where the source has an
optical depth of unity at this frequency. The long dashed line divides regions of strong
absorption (to the left) from those of weak absorption (to the right). The diagonal
γeq = γcat is shown as a dotted line. Contour lines of the magnetic field strength are
shown in white, ranging from log10(B/Gauss) = −4 to 0 (in the bottom right-hand
corner).

then unimportant and can be neglected. Secondly, these sources are not very compact;

their extension on the sky is typically between 0.1 and 1 arcsec. Therefore, for our

discussion we fix the linear extent R of the source to 1 kpc, corresponding to an angular

size of approximately 0.2 arcsec at redshift z = 1. This leaves three parameters needed

to specify the source model: the magnetic field strength B, the electron density Ne

and the Lorentz factor γ of the electrons. In order to clarify the physics of a source,
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we transform from the parameter set (B,Ne, γ) to the characteristic Lorentz factors

γeq and γcat defined in Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25). Our basic parameter set is therefore

(γeq, γcat, γ). Finally, in order to display on a two-dimensional figure source properties

such as brightness temperature and spectral slope at a particular frequency, we consider

a slice through this three dimensional parameter space, selecting parameters such that

the particle and magnetic energy densities are in equipartition: γ = γeq.

The properties of source models on this slice are shown in the γeq–γcat plane

in Fig. 4.2. This plane can immediately be divided into regions of strong and weak

absorption, as defined in Eq. (4.1). The boundary, drawn as a thick dashed line,

represents the locus of the points at which γc = γeq. Weakly absorbed sources lie

towards higher γeq and γcat (i.e., the upper-right side) and strongly absorbed sources

towards lower γeq and γcat (i.e., the lower-left side). We also show (in white) contours

of the magnetic field strength.

The remaining source properties depend upon the choice of observing frequency.

In Fig. 4.2 we take this to be 81.5 MHz, corresponding to the low frequency sample

discussed by [Rea94]. In order to determine the spectral slope of a given source, we

plot as a yellow short dashed line the locus of points where the observing frequency

coincides with the frequency at which the optical depth to absorption is unity, νabs.

Sources that lie above this line (on the side of larger γcat) are optically thin at the

chosen observing frequency. In addition, the red dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.2 gives the

locus of points where the observing frequency equals the characteristic frequency of

synchrotron radiation νc. By definition, the intersection point of these lines lies also

on the boundary between weak and strong absorption (the long dashed line). The

observing frequency lies below νc on the lower-right side of the dot-dashed line. The

(colour) shading gives the intrinsic brightness temperature at the chosen observing

frequency.

The two lines (yellow short dashed and red dot-dashed) divide the γeq-γcat-plane

in Fig. 4.2 into four regions with differing spectral properties: in region A, sources have

a Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum Iν ∝ ν2, in region B, the spectrum is that of low frequency,

optically thin synchrotron radiation Iν ∝ ν1/3, in region C, it is close to Iν ∝ ν [see

Sly92] and in region D it falls off exponentially Iν ∝ ν−1/2 exp(−ν/νc). Consequently,
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flat spectrum sources reside in region B, preferentially close to the yellow short dashed

line and in region C, preferentially close to the red dot-dashed line.

Sources that are in equipartition and lie below the threshold of the Compton

catastrophe are to be found in the upper left half of Fig. 4.2, above the dotted line on

which γeq = γcat. The maximum brightness temperature accessible to these sources

occurs close to γeq = γcat = 103, and is approximately 1012.6 K, in rough agreement

with the results of Kellermann and Pauliny-Toth [KP69], who, however, did not assume

their sources to be in equipartition. The brightest sources are weakly absorbed, (they

lie to the right of the long dashed line) and have a magnetic field strength of a few

milliGauss. Their optical depth to synchrotron self-absorption lies close to unity at the

observation frequency (they lie close to the yellow short dashed line).

Singal and Gopal-Krishna [SG85] first discussed the effects of the additional as-

sumption of equipartition on bright sources and used it to estimate Doppler factors

for rapidly variable sources. Later, Readhead [Rea94] introduced the concept of an

“equipartition brightness temperature” to explain the observation that the tempera-

ture distribution of resolved sources appears to peak significantly below 1012 K. How-

ever, the crucial additional assumptions in his treatment is that the source flux is

measured at the “synchrotron peak”, and that the electron distribution is a power-law

in energy. This implies that the opacity at a given frequency (e.g., at the synchrotron

peak) is dominated by those electrons with a corresponding characteristic frequency.

In our model, in which the electron distribution is approximated as monoenergetic,

these assumptions are roughly equivalent to demanding that the source lies on the red

dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.2 if it is weakly absorbed (i.e., on the boundary of regions

B and D), and on the yellow short dashed line if it is strongly absorbed (i.e., on the

boundary of regions C and D). This leads to a maximum brightness temperature of a

few times 1010 K, as found by [Rea94]. Furthermore, as noted by Readhead [Rea94],

such sources lie far from the threshold temperature, achieved along the dotted line in

Fig. 4.2.

Replacing the assumption that the source flux is measured at the synchrotron

peak, by the requirement that its spectrum be flat, i.e., that it lie in region B of

Fig. 4.2, one sees that a wide range of brightness temperatures is available for sources
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in equipartition, extending up to the threshold temperature found by Kellermann and

Pauliny-Toth [KP69]. Thus, the observed temperature distribution is not explained by

the assumption of equipartition.

4.4 Time dependence and acceleration

In order to explain the occurrence of brightness temperatures above 1012 K, Slysh

[Sly92] formulated a model involving a monoenergetic electron distribution in a strongly

absorbed source, in the sense that γ < γc, where γc is defined in Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2).

He considered two scenarios, (i) a time-dependent one in which electrons were injected

at arbitrarily high Lorentz factors and allowed to cool and (ii) one in which a strong

continuous re-acceleration of the electrons led to a high brightness temperature equi-

librium.

In each case, the assumption that the source is strongly absorbed leads to extreme

values of the parameters. For example, in the first scenario in which high energy

particles are injected into the source, [Sly92] finds that a brightness temperature of

TB > 5 × 1015 K can be sustained over 1 day at an observing frequency of 1 GHz.

This is clearly in conflict with our analysis. The electron Lorentz factor required to

achieve this temperature is γ > 105. However, the condition that the source is strongly

absorbed, which is used in this model to estimate the cooling rate, combined with the

condition νs ≈ 1 GHz required for a flat spectrum, leads to an extremely large Thomson

optical depth, τ ≈ 130, as well as an implausibly low magnetic field B ≈ 2× 10−11 G.

The parameter ξ that determines the inverse Compton luminosity is approximately

1012, which implies an extremely large compactness of the inverse Compton radiation

from the source. The resulting copious pair production invalidates the analysis and,

ultimately, reduces the brightness temperature achievable in the radio range. The same

criticism applies also to the second scenario described by [Sly92] in which acceleration

balances inverse Compton losses to provide a brightness temperature of 1014 K at 1 GHz.

In the absence of Klein-Nishina effects on the scattering cross section, we find

the time dependence of the particle and photon energies can be described by the three

ordinary differential equations (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23). Inspection of these shows that

if the threshold temperature is exceeded (γ > γcat), the inverse Compton luminosity
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grows in a timescale of roughly the light-crossing time of the source. Thus, the threshold

can only be substantially exceeded if the acceleration process in Eq. (4.23) operates on a

shorter timescale. However, these equations employ a spatial average over the emission

region. Although a rapid acceleration rate might be achieved locally in small regions of

the source, once an average is taken, no timescale in the system can be shorter than the

light-crossing time of the region over which the accelerated particles are distributed.

In this case, the threshold temperature cannot be significantly exceeded.

At first sight, Klein-Nishina effects offer a possible escape from this conclusion.

If even the first order scattering is suppressed, which requires extremely large Lorentz

factors for the electrons (γ > 1010 is needed for Klein-Nishina effects when scatter-

ing 10GHz photons), the strong reduction in the rate of cooling by inverse Compton

scattering suggests that higher brightness temperatures TB might be possible.

This is, however, not the case, because the rate of production of electron-positron

pairs by photon-photon interactions becomes important. The strength of this effect,

which is not included in our model equations, is measured by the compactness param-

eter, `, defined in Eq. (2.21). The luminosity of the γ-ray photons can be written as

L = UNmaxcR
2, such that

` =
σT RUNmax

hνNmax

(4.38)

where UNmax is defined in Eq. (4.11), Nmax in Eq. (4.14), and νNmax is taken to be

(4γ2/3)Nmaxν0. When ` > 1, one expects the pair-production rate to be roughly equal

to the light-crossing time of the source. This leads to a sharp rise in the Thomson

optical depth, invalidating the assumption of scatter-free escape of synchrotron photons

that is implicit in our model. The associated confinement of these photons reduces the

brightness temperature.

We illustrate this in Fig. 4.3, where we compare two models with the same linear

size R (and observing frequency), but different electron densities Ne and different values

of B, chosen as follows: For any given set of parameters, R, B and Ne, and observing

frequency νobs, the optical depth to synchrotron absorption τs, as defined in Eq. (4.28),

has a single maximum as a function of γ, located close to the point where νobs equals

the characteristic synchrotron frequency. If the source is optically thick to absorption
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at this point, then γ < γc, as described in Sect. 4.1, and the brightness temperature is

roughly 3γmc2/4kB. If, on the other hand, the source is optically thin at this point,

then γ > γc, but the brightness temperature, given approximately by τs × 3γmc2/4kB,

decreases to higher γ, as can be seen from Eq. (4.28). Thus, assuming inverse Compton

scattering does not intervene, the maximum brightness temperature is observed at a

frequency such that τs ≈ 1, when γ = γc, which implies x ≈ 1. These conditions

are imposed on the parameters of the models presented in Fig. 4.3. In addition to

the source size, chosen to be R = 0.01 pc and the observing frequency, set to 1 GHz,

this leaves one free parameter, which we choose to be the optical depth to Thomson

scattering τT.

The upper panel in Fig. 4.3 shows the time-dependence of the brightness temper-

ature found by solving Eqs. (4.11) and (4.18) numerically for sources with τT = 0.01

(dashed black line) and τT = 1 (solid black line), without allowance for Doppler boost-

ing (D = 1). These sources have γc = 103.6 and γc = 104.3, respectively and, in the

absence of inverse Compton cooling, they could potentially achieve brightness tem-

peratures of TB ≈ 1013.2 K and TB ≈ 1013.9 K. In order to do so, rapid acceleration

is required, since for these source parameters, inverse Compton cooling leads to a

time-asymptotic value of the Lorentz factor that is somewhat lower than γc for slow

acceleration. The exact value of the asymptotic solution depends on the strength of

the acceleration. For acceleration on the light-crossing timescale, it corresponds to

a ≈ γ/γtr [see Eq. (4.23)]. In Fig. 4.3 we choose a = 1.5γ/γtr, which leads to an

overshoot that slightly exceeds γc.

For τT = 0.01, the compactness, shown as a function of time by the gray dashed

line, remains well below unity, so that the effects of pair production can be neglected.

However, this is not the case for τT = 1. Here, the compactness (solid gray line) rises

rapidly, reaching unity at t̂ ≈ 0.25, where TB ≈ 3.5 × 1012 K, well below its potential

maximum. Thus, the attempt to gain higher brightness temperature by increasing τT,

and, hence, γc, leads to a breakdown in the model assumptions due to pair production.

The lower panel of Fig. 4.3 shows the electron Lorentz factor and the optical

depth to synchrotron self-absorption τs as functions of time for the case τT = 0.01.

The Lorentz factor (black dashed line) overshoots both its time-asymptotic value and
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Figure 4.3: Upper panel: The brightness temperature TB (black), and the compact-
ness ` (gray) as functions of time, for two stationary, local sources (D = 1, z = 0) with
linear size R = 0.01 pc, observed at 1 GHz. The Thomson optical depth is τT = 0.01
(dashed lines) and τT = 1 (solid lines) and the remaining parameters are chosen such
that the optical depth to synchrotron self-absorption τs ≈ 1 at γ = γc (see Eqs. (4.1)
and (4.2)). A horizontal line is drawn to indicate ` = 1. Lower panel: The electron
Lorentz factor (black dashed) and the optical depth to synchrotron self-absorption τs

(gray dashed) for the case τT = 0.01. A horizontal line indicates τs = 1.

γc. Correspondingly, the optical depth, (shown as the gray dashed line) which initially

rises with γ, reaching unity at γ = γc goes through a maximum very shortly afterwards.

However, the overshoot is not sufficient to push τs back below unity, and the maximum

brightness temperature, which coincides with the maximum Lorentz factor, remains at

TB = 5×1012 K, somewhat below the value of TB ≈ 1013.2 K, estimated for large optical

depth.



Chapter 5

Spectral Implications of Low Energy Electron Cut-Off

In Chapter 4, we discussed a synchrotron self-Compton model with monoener-

getic electrons. The lack of low energy electrons enables more GHz photons to emerge

from the source, allowing the source to sustain a higher brightness temperatures with-

out initiating catastrophic cooling. We found that a temperature of up to TB ∼ 1014 K

at GHz frequencies is possible with only a moderate Doppler boosting factor of ∼ 10.

In this chapter, we discuss in more details the spectral properties of synchrotron emis-

sion from an electron distribution with low energy cut-off, and show that, as well as

being able to explain the high brightness temperature in IDV’s, the characteristic syn-

chrotron spectrum of Fν ∝ ν1/3 can well explain the inverted radio spectra displayed

by many compact radio sources.

In the following sections, we present our computation and analyse the proper-

ties of the synchrotron self-Compton spectra of the low energy electron cut-off model.

First we present the model spectra computed using the approximation of monoener-

getic electrons, as described in the previous chapter and Tsang and Kirk [TK06]. We

then present a modification of the model, in which we adopt an electron distribution

that combines two power-law spectra at a characteristic energy. The double power-

law electron spectrum captures the low frequency spectral properties of synchrotron

emission from monoenergetic electron, while at high frequency, the spectral behaviour

is determined by the power-law electrons above the characteristic energy. In order to

fulfil this ”quasi-monoenergetic” criteria, the electron spectrum must rise faster than

γ−1/3 below the characteristic energy, such that the synchrotron opacity is dominated

by electrons of the characteristic energy. Above the characteristic energy, the spec-
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trum must fall faster than γ−1, so that the distribution of electron number density,

Ne ∝ γ1−s (where electron phase space distribution ne ∝ γ−s), congregates at energy

towards the characteristic energy. For our discussion, we choose the low energy part

to have the relativistic Maxwellian form (dNe/dγ ∝ γ2), with the high energy part

falls off as a power-law dNe/dγ ∝ γ−s, where s > 1. Assuming that the electrons are

being continuously accelerated while inside the source, the double power-law electron

distribution described above is constantly injected into the source. The stationary elec-

tron spectrum is deduced by balancing the injection with losses from radiative cooling

and the escape of the electrons from the source. Since we assume losses due to inverse

Compton scattering is small, we do not consider non-linear SSC cooling.

In section 5.1, we briefly describe the monoenergetic model discussed in our previ-

ous paper, and then introduce the model in which a quasi-monoenergetic distribution

of electrons, as described above, is injected. The stationary electron distribution is

found in section 5.2, where we present the computation of the synchrotron and inverse

Compton spectra. We first discuss the observation, then apply our model to the BL

Lac object S5 0716+714, one of the best-studied IDV sources, in section 5.3, where

we compare spectra predicted by our models with the observed data. This is the most

suitable candidate for testing our model due to its extensive simultaneous observation

spanning from radio to optical frequencies, as well as INTEGRAL observation at GeV

γ−ray energies. The results are shown and discussed in section 5.3.

5.1 The Model

The homogeneous monoenergetic model discussed in the previous chapter can be

completely characterised by the Doppler boosting factor D, the red-shift of the host

galaxy z, and four source parameters, the electron number density Ne, the magnetic

field strength B, the linear size of the source R and the electron Lorentz factor γ.

For the purpose of comparison with observations, these can be transformed into a

different set of parameters, as shown in the Chapter 4 (see also [KT06]), in which Ne,

B and γ are replaced by the characteristic frequency of the synchrotron spectrum,

νs = γ2ν0, where ν0 = 3eB/(4πmc), the Comptonisation parameter, ξ = 4γ2τT/3

(where τT = NeRσT is the Thomson optical depth), which is the ratio of the luminosity
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of each successive generation of inverse Compton scattered photons to the luminosity

of the previous generation, and the self-absorption frequency νabs, specified by setting

the synchrotron optical depth τs = 1. The size of the source is retained in the new set

of parameter, which can be constrained, for example, by applying a causality argument

to the variability time, ∆t, of the source, such that the linear size of the source R <

c∆tD/(1 + z).

As we show later in Section 5.3, the monoenergetic model cannot reproduce the

multi-wavelength spectrum of S5 0716+714. Therefore, in the following, we outline the

parameters that describe a model in which a double power-law electron distribution is

injected that can be approximated as monoenergetic for the purpose of computing its

low frequency synchrotron radiation, but at high frequency gives rise to a power-law

spectrum.

5.1.1 Injection of relativistic electrons

The injection spectrum takes the form Q(γ) ∝ (γ/γp)−s, where the power law

index s equals s1 for γ < γp, and s2 for γ > γp (shown as solid lines in fig. 5.1). The

number density of electrons with γ < γmax at a given time is proportional to γ1−s for

s 6= 1 and ∝ ln γ for s = 1. Therefore, in order to avoid a build up of electrons at high

γ, we require that s2 > 1 in the high energy branch. In the low energy branch γ < γp,

we first require s1 < 1 such that electron number density congregates towards γp and

synchrotron opacity is dominated by electrons with γ = γp. We further require that the

synchrotron opacity be dominated by electrons at γp, this is achieved by demanding

s1 < 1/3, so that at low frequency, the synchrotron spectrum is dominated by emission

from electrons at γ = γp. Assuming s1 < 1/3 and s2 > 1, the injection spectrum

is well approximated by a monoenergetic electron distribution with Lorentz factor γp,

and therefore considered quasi-monoenergetic.

The electron injection spectrum extends from γmin to γmax. The exact value

of γmin is relatively unimportant, since synchrotron emission and opacity are both

dominated by electrons with γ = γp in the low energy part of the injection spectrum.

γmax determines the cut-off in the synchrotron spectrum, νmax = γ2
maxν0, and dictates

the highest photon energy achievable through inverse Compton scattering which is
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approximately γmaxmc2.

To summarise, the injection spectrum has the form

Q(γ) = Q0



(
γ
γp

)−s1
, γmin ≤ γ < γp

(
γ
γp

)−s2
, γp ≤ γ < γmax

(5.1)

where Q0 is the electron injection rate per unit volume per unit γ at γ = γp, the

Lorentz factor at which the break in the power law spectrum occur.

The electron spectrum in this model is a function of γ, therefore the Comptoni-

sation parameter ξ is defined more generally as

ξ =
4
3
RσT

∫ ∞

0
γ2
(

dNe

dγ

)
dγ (5.2)

replacing Ne with Neδ(γ − γp), we retrieve ξ = 4γ2
pNeRσT/3 for monoenergetic elec-

trons. We determine the exact form of (dNe/dγ) in the next section by balancing

electron injection with losses due to radiation and the escape of electrons from the

source.

The two Lorentz factors that are needed to completely specify the injection spec-

trum and the stationary electron distribution − γp, the position of the break in the

injection spectrum, and γcool determines at what electron energy radiative cooling dom-

inates over losses due to particles escaping the emission region. γcool is defined as the

Lorentz factor at which the radiative cooling time equals the light crossing time, where

we assume the velocity of highly relativistic particles v ∼ c,

1
tcool

∣∣∣∣
γ=γcool

=
4σT UB

3mc
(1 + ξ) γcool =

1
tesc

γcool =
3
4

mc

σT

1
tescUB (1 + ξ)

(5.3)

where tesc = R/c is the light crossing time of a source of linear size R, σT is the Thomson

cross-section and UB = B2/(8π) is the magnetic energy density. Although the factor

(1 + ξ) only accounts for the cooling effect of the first inverse Compton scattering, for

ξ � 1, the effect of subsequent scattering (∝ ξ2, ξ3 etc.) is small. In the special cases

when ξ is close to unity, Klein-Nishina effects reduces the cross-section of high order

scattering, and the number of scatterings that occurs in the Thomson regime rarely

reaches 2 [see Chapter 4 or TK07].
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Figure 5.1: Schematic representation of the electron injection spectrum and the sta-
tionary differential number density as a function of γ. The height of the spectra have
been adjusted for easy comparison and are not to scale. Black line shows the double
power law injection spectrum with power law index s1 for γ < γp, and s2 for γ > γp.
Red line shows the case where γcool = γ

(R)
cool > γp and blue line shows the case where

γcool = γ
(B)
cool < γ0.

5.2 Stationary solution

The spectral shape of the synchrotron spectrum is determined by the station-

ary electron energy distribution. Electrons are injected into the source according to

Eq. (5.1), and are then subjected to radiative cooling while in the source, or evacu-

ate this zone in a time-scale of the order of the light crossing time, tesc ∼ R/c. The

evolution of the energy distribution is governed by the kinetic equation [Kar62],

∂ne

∂t
= Q0

(
γ

γp

)−s

− ∂

∂γ
(neγ̇)− ne

tesc
(5.4)

where, for simplicity, we replace the differential electron number density with ne =

(dNe/dγ) from here on. The radiative cooling rate can be written as γ̇ = γ2/(γcooltesc).

The second and third term on the right hand side of Eq. (5.4) are the loss rate due to

radiative cooling and due to electrons leaving the emission region, respectively, and are

roughly equal when γ = γcool.

For tesc independent of γ, the stationary solution of Eq. (5.4) is the general
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solution

ne(γ) =
1

fI(γ)

∫ γ Q (γ′′)
γ̇′′

fI

(
γ′′
)
dγ′′ (5.5)

with the integrating factor

fI(γ) = γ̇ exp
[
−
∫ γ (

γ̇′tesc
)−1

dγ′
]

(5.6)

However, we note that for the purpose of computation, the exact solution is un-

necessary, since several assumptions have already been made at earlier stages. Instead

we simplify Eq. (5.4) by dividing it into two regions. In the region where γ � γcool,

particles vacate the source before they cool. The effect of the second term on the right

hand side of Eq. (5.4) is negligible and is therefore discarded. In the region where

γ � γcool, radiative cooling becomes significant and dominates over the effect of par-

ticle escaping the source. Therefore, in this region, we neglect the third term on the

right hand side of Eq. (5.4). The stationary solution to Eq. (5.4) is then approximately,

ne =


tescQ0

(
γ
γp

)−s
, γmin ≤ γ < γb

1
γ̇

∫ γmax
γ Q0

(
γ′

γp

)−s
dγ′, γb ≤ γ < γmax

(5.7)

Since the equations in Eq. (5.7) are approximations to the exact solution at γ � γcool

and γ � γcool, the intersection is at γ = γb ≈ γcool rather than at exactly γ = γcool.

Both γb, found by equating the two approximations, and γp give rise to breaks in ne

and therefore correspond to breaks in the synchrotron spectrum, at νp = γ2
pν0 and

νcool = γ2
coolν0.

Integrating the expression of ne for γcool ≤ γ < γmax, we obtain

ne =
1
γ̇

Q0

γs
p

(
γ(1−s)

max − γ(1−s)
)

, γb ≤ γ < γmax (5.8)

Notice that for γ � γmax, if s < 1 (as in the injection spectrum below γp), ne is

approximately proportional to γ̇−1 ∝ γ−2. Whereas if s > 1 (as in the injection

spectrum above γp), ne is approximately ∝ γ−(s+1).

Two types of stationary spectra result from Eq. (5.7), according to where the

peak of the injection spectrum, γp, lies in relation to γcool. Fig. 5.1 shows the injection

spectrum as a black line, the stationary spectra where γp > γcool as a blue line and where
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γp < γcool as a red line. When the dominant loss mechanism is from electrons escaping

the source (tesc < tcool), the spectrum retains its original shape, Ne ∝ γ−s, since tesc

is independent of particle energy (region A in fig. 5.1 for the blue line, γcool < γp,

and both regions A and B for the red line, γcool > γp). On the other hand, when

only synchrotron losses are important, such that tesc > tcool, the stationary solution

is Ne ∝ γ−2 for γ < γp (region B for the dotted line), and Ne ∝ γ−(s+1) for γ > γp

(regions C and D for the blue line and region D for the red line). For the computation of

the low frequency synchrotron emission, the first case (blue line) can be approximated

by a monoenergetic spectrum at γcool and the second case (red line) by a monoenergetic

spectrum at γp.

5.2.1 Synchrotron and inverse Compton emission

The synchrotron specific intensity, following straight-forwardly from the radiative

transport equation, is

I(S)
ν = Sν [1− exp(−τs)] (5.9)

where the optical depth to synchrotron absorption is τs = αν · R, and is defined in

Eq. (1.12) as

αν =
3
√

3
16

σT

αf

mc2

hν

νL sinφ

ν

∫ γmax

γmin

γ2F (x)
d
dγ

(
ne(γ)

γ2

)
dγ (5.10)

The source function Sν is

Sν = −2mν2

∫ γmax
γmin

F (x)ne(γ)dγ∫ γmax
γmin

γ2F (x) d
dγ

(
ne(γ)

γ2

)
dγ

(5.11)

In the monoenergetic approximation, the source function simplifies to

Sν = mν0
γ5F (x)
K5/3(x)

(5.12)

(see Chapter 4)

The synchrotron photons, while inside the source, are being repeated scattered

by the energetic electrons to higher energies. Appointing i as the number of times a

photon is scattered, the rate of scattering of the (i − 1)th generation of photons into

the frequency interval dνi by a single electron, as defined in Eq. (4) of [GKM01], is(
dnph

dtdνi

)
sp

=
3σTc

4νi−1γ2
f(y) (5.13)
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for a radiation field of 1 photon per unit volume. Rybicki and Lightman (1979) [RL79,

Chapter 7] assumed that scattering in the rest frame of the electron is isotropic, and

obtained fiso(y) = 2(1− y)/3. Here, we include the Klein-Nishina effects and assumes

that the target photons are coming from the direction opposite to the electron velocity

[GKM01], in which case,

f(y) =

[
2 y ln y + y + 1− 2y2 +

(4εi−1γ y)2(1− y)
2(1 + 4εi−1γ y)

]
P (1/4γ2, 1, y) , (5.14)

y =
εi

4εi−1γ2(1− εi/γ)
(5.15)

where εi−1 and εi are the energy of the target photons and scattered photon in units

of mc2 respectively, and P (1/4γ2, 1, y) = 1 for 1/4γ2 ≤ y ≤ 1 and zero otherwise.

Assuming spherical symmetry in the distribution of electrons, the rate of scat-

tering of photons with energy hνi−1 to energy hνi, in the observer’s frame, from a

uniform distribution of electrons with differential number density ne can be found by

integrating over the electron energy distribution,(
dnph

dtdνi

)
=

4π

3

(
R

2

)3∫ ∞

0
dγne

(
dnph

dtdνi

)
sp

(5.16)

Note that we divide R (the linear size of the source) by 2 to obtain the source radius.

The specific intensity of the ith generation photons is then simply the scattering

rate of the electron distribution for one photon in a unit volume in Eq. (5.16), integrated

over the seed photon number density,

I(C)
νi

=
(

dE

dtdνidr2dΩ

)
=

4π

c

∫ ∞

0
dνi−1

ζIνi−1

hνi−1

(
dnph

dtdνi

)
hνi

4π(R/2)2
(5.17)

where ζ is a factor close to unity which arises from the geometry of the source (see

Chapter 4), and Iνi−1 is the specific intensity from the i − 1 generation of photons −

e.g. to compute the first generation of scattered photons i = 1, Iν0 = I
(S)
ν .

For a roughly spherical source, the geometric factor ζ = 2/3, as shown in Chap-

ter 4 [TK06],

I(C)
νi

=
4π

3
RσTνi

∫ ∞

0

dγ

γ2
ne

∫ ∞

0

dνi−1

ν2
i−1

Iνi−1f(y) (5.18)
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Figure 5.2: Radio and optical light curve of S5 0716+714 measured during the campaign
of Ostorero et al. in November 2003. Panel a: 32 GHz radio light curve and 37 GHz
radio light curve scaled by a factor 〈F32GHz/F37GHz〉 = 0.89. Panel b: R-band optical
light curve. Shaded region indicates the period of INTEGRAL pointing. [OWG+06]

For a monoenergetic electron distribution, this expression can be simplified to

I(C)
νi

=
4π

3
τT

νi

γ2

∫ ∞

0

dνi−1

ν2
i−1

Iνi−1f(y) (5.19)

Eqs. (5.19) and (5.18) are integrated numerically for monoenergetic electrons and for

an electron distribution given by Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), respectively.

5.3 The BL Lac object S5 0716+714

Past observations of S5 0716+714 have shown that the source exhibits intra-day

variability in the radio and optical bands [e.g. GVR+97, RVT+03]. Correlation be-

tween radio (at 5 GHz) and optical (at 650nm) variability suggest that scintillation,

a process which is frequency dependent and not effective at optical frequencies, does

not play a large part in the observed variability [WWH+96, Wag01, and Fig. 3.2 in

Chapter 3]. More recent multi-frequency studies of S5 0716+714 by [OWG+06] have
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obtained simultaneous measurements from radio to optical frequencies during the IN-

TEGRAL pointing period, and the non-detection of the source by INTEGRAL has

provided upper limits at X-ray frequencies. Shown in Fig. 5.2 is the light curve of

S5 0716+714 during the campaign of Ostorero et al. in November 2003. The 32 and 37

GHz measurements are shown in the upper panel, where the flux measured at 37 GHz is

normalised to the flux measured at 32 GHz. Flux variations are clearly displayed at 32

and 37 GHz, and the flux at the two radio frequency can be seen to rise to a maximum

over a period of ∆t ≈ 4.1 days. The lower panel shows the optical light curve in the

R-band during the same period, but unlike previous observation of the same source by

Wagner et al (1996) (see Fig. 3.2 in Chapter 3), it does not appear to be correlated

to the variations at the radio frequencies. Since inter stellar scintillation is inefficient

at 32 and 37 GHz, the observed variability was assumed to be intrinsic. Assuming

H0 = 70 km sec−1 Mpc−1, with Ωλ = 0.7, ΩM = 0.3 and Ωk = 0, and a redshift z > 0.3

based on the non-detection of a host galaxy [e.g. QWW+91, WWH+96], a variability

brightness temperature of Tvar > (2.1± 0.1)× 1014 K was deduced.

Bach et al (2005) [BKR+05] analysed the data set of VLBI images of 11 jet

components of S5 0716+714 at 4.9 GHz, 8.4 GHz, 15.3 GHz and 22.2 GHz, observed

between 1992 and 2001. Assuming that all the jet components move with the same

speed along the jet (i.e. all components have the same Lorentz factor), they proposed

that the observed large range (from 5.5c to 16.1c) of apparent component speeds is due

to variations of the viewing angle, and limit the Lorentz factor and the viewing angle

of the VLBI jet to Γ > 15 and θ < 2◦, respectively. Under these conditions, the range

of Doppler factors would be D ≈ 20 − 30. Such high Doppler factors may be the key

to explain the observed high brightness temperature.

During the campaign of Ostorero et al (2006) [OWG+06], observations of S5 0716+714

between 5 GHz and 32 GHz were best fitted with spectral indices α5−32 of +0.3 and

+0.5 at two different epochs. These observations are interpreted as optically thick syn-

chrotron emission from an inhomogeneous source, with the self absorption frequency

at νabs ≈ 1013 Hz. In the near infrared to optical band, observations from 2001−2004,

reported by Hagen-Thorn et al (2006) [HLE+06], showed that the spectral energy dis-

tribution between the frequencies νK = 1.38× 1014 Hz and νB = 6.81× 1014 Hz can be
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fitted by the power law Fν ∝ ν−1.12.

We apply the model in which the radiating electrons are monoenergetic, and the

model in which the radiating electrons are the stationary distribution results from the

cooling of an injection of double power-law distribution, to S5 0716+714. We adopt

the lower limit of the red-shift at z = 0.3, and a linear size inferred by the variability

time scale of the source, ∆t = 4.1 days, such that R = c∆tD/(1 + z). The values of

the parameters can be found in Table 5.1, which include both parameters which value

we specify, and parameters which values are computed from the specified parameters.

The spectra predicted by the two models are shown in Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4, which are

discussed separately in the next two subsections.

One of the calculated quantity is an estimate of the jet power − the power that

the host galaxy must provide in the jet in order to produce such compact radio sources

as described by our models, at the observed frequency of occurrence. We estimate the

jet power by first computing the total energy content of the source (the magnetic field

and the particle energy densities integrated over the volume of the source), and then

dividing this quantity by the average time lag between the occurrence of two consecutive

radio blobs. In the co-moving frame of the source, for monoenergetic electrons, the total

energy content is

E′
blob =

(
B2

8π
+ N ′

eγmc2

)
R′3 (5.20)

and for power-law electrons,

E′
blob =

(
B2

8π
+
∫ γmax

γmin

n′e(γ)γmc2dγ

)
R′3 (5.21)

For a source moving with a speed βc with respect to the host galaxy, the bulk Lorentz

factor of the source is Γ =
√

1− β2, and the Doppler boosting factor as seen by a distant

observer, at an angle φ with respect to the source velocity, is D =
√

1− β2/(1−β cos φ).

Spatial volume element transform as d3r = Γ−1d3r′, whereas momentum volume

element transform as d3p = Γd3p′. Therefore, an element of phase space dV ′ =

d3p′d3r′ occupied by a number of particles, dNtotal, is a Lorentz invariant. Since the

number of particles within a phase space volume is invariant, the phase space electron

density is dimensionally dNtotal/dV, is also a Lorentz invariant, n′e(γ) = ne(γ). In the
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rest frame of the galaxy, the spatial transformation in the direction along the jet axis

leads to R3 = ΓR′3, and Eblob = ΓE′
blob.

In the rest frame of the host galaxy, the jet power

Pjet =
Eblob

∆tocc
(5.22)

where ∆tocc is the average time lag between the occurrence of each blob. Linear fits of

the change in position of the 11 jet components [BKR+05] suggest that the time lag

between the occurrence of a two components is between 0.1− 1.8 years. The estimate

of Eblob is the lower limit of the total energy in the blob, since it is reasonable to

assume that the source looses energy over time. We, therefore, adopt an upper limit

of ∆tocc = 1.8 years to allows us to estimate the lower limits of the jet power of each

model, which are listed in Table 5.1.

5.3.1 Monoenergetic electrons

In the monoenergetic model, the spectrum is specified by four parameters, νabs,

νp, D and ξ, as well as z and ∆t which are kept fixed for all models. νabs is determined

by the first spectral break at ∼ 4 GHz, and νp corresponds to the spectral cut-off.

In Fig. 5.3, we compare two models in which one has a cut-off at ∼ 1011.5 Hz, and

the other cuts off just before reaching the optical point. The Doppler factor D affects

the level of the observed flux both by determining the linear size of the source in its

rest frame and determining the amount of boosting the flux receives. ξ determines the

ratio of the synchrotron flux to the inverse Compton flux, as well as the value of γp.

Therefore, having νabs and νp determined, D and ξ must be adjusted to fit the observed

flux, and to ensure the inverse Compton spectra do not exceed the INTEGRAL upper

limits, while keeping D minimised.

Fig. 5.3 shows the simultaneous multi-frequency observation of S5 0716+714 from

the study conducted by [OWG+06]. Measurements are shown by black dots, variabil-

ity range is shown by vertical bars between two points and upper limits are shown

by downward arrows. Shown also are the spectra predicted by the model assuming

electrons are monoenergetic. The Doppler boosting factor is D = 55 in both models.

The solid lines show the synchrotron and inverse Compton spectra with the
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Figure 5.3: Spectral energy distribution of S5 0716 +714. Multi-frequency simultaneous
data from Ostorero et al [OWG+06] are shown as black symbols. Black dots show
data points, variation ranges are shown by a vertical bar between two symbols, and
downward arrows show upper limits. Values of the parameters are shown in Table 5.1.
The model spectra are computed from a distribution of monoenergetic electrons, and
are shown with red and blue line. The red line shows the model spectrum in which the
parameters are chosen such that it goes through the data points at optical frequency,
whereas the blue line shows the model spectrum in which the parameters are chosen
to mimic the spectral break at 1011.5 Hz.The values of the parameters are shown in
Table 5.1.

synchrotron self-absorped frequency again set to νabs = 3.9 GHz and peaking at νp =

300 GHz, the values of other parameters are shown in Table 5.1. The brightness

temperature at νobs = 32 GHz is TB = 3.9×1012 K (TB = c2Fν/(2kBν2θ2
d), where kB is

the Boltmann constant and θd is the angular diameter of the source). The synchrotron

spectrum shows good agreement with the data points at radio frequencies. The first

order inverse Compton spectrum gives emission at the X-ray frequencies and the second

order spectrum gives gamma-ray emission of up to ∼ 40 MeV, emission from higher

orders scattering is negligible due to the Klein-Nishina effect.

Dashed lines represent the synchrotron and inverse Compton spectra produced

by monoenergetic electrons, with νabs = 3.9 GHz, νp = 55 × 1012 Hz, the values of

other parameters can be found in Table 5.1. This gives a brightness temperature of

TB = 3.7 × 1012 K at an observing frequency of νobs = 32 GHz. The synchrotron

spectrum gives a reasonable fit at radio frequencies up to ∼ 1011.5 Hz and extends all
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the way to the optical frequencies. The first order inverse Compton spectrum gives

emission in hard X-ray, and the second order inverse Compton spectrum is greatly

affected by the Klein-Nishina effect and therefore very little gamma ray emission is

produced.

The spectral break at 1011.5 Hz is well fitted by the model shown by the solid

line. We are unable to obtain a set of parameters which would allow the first inverse

Compton spectrum to reproduce the optical data. However, simple qualitative analysis

shows that to mimic the optical data points with the first inverse Compton spectrum is

not possible. The level of flux the first inverse Compton spectrum will require in order

to reach the optical data will be much higher than the synchrotron flux (i.e. ξ � 1),

which is likely to require a large γ resulting in the spectrum extending to frequency

far beyond the optical band. The first inverse Compton spectrum is therefore likely to

contradict the INTEGRAL upper limits, and the very high X- and γ-ray flux is likely

to give rise to high ”compactness” (∝ γ-ray photon energy density) implying high rate

of electron-positron pair production by photon-photon interaction.

Attempts to include the optical data into the synchrotron spectrum proved to be

inconsistent with data and also contradictory to the key assumption of monoenergetic

electrons, as shown by the dashed spectrum and Table 5.1. The predicted (dashed)

spectrum fails to account for the spectral break at ν ∼ 1011.5 Hz, and predicts a very

high flux at ν ∼ 1014 Hz. Although there are no simultaneous data available at this

frequency, historical data suggests that variations rarely exceed 1 order of magnitude,

it is unlikely that the flux at 1014 Hz would exceed the historical data by 3 orders of

magnitude. Quantitative examination of the model parameters also reveal that the

Lorentz factor of the dashed spectrum is higher than γcool, implying that the particles

will lose a significant portion of their energy by synchrotron radiation before they vacate

the source, and so the electron spectrum will evolve to one which is proportional to

γ−2. This set of parameters therefore violate the monoenergetic assumption, and the

dashed spectrum is rejected. In order to reproduce the observed optical emission, we

incorporate a power law component in the electron spectrum at γ > γp, which emits

synchrotron radiation at frequency beyond νp.
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Figure 5.4: The spectral energy distribution of S5 0716 +714, as represented in Fig. 5.3.
The model spectra, shown as solid and dashed lines, are computed from a quasi-
monoenergetic electron distribution in the form of Eq. (5.7). The dashed line represents
the model in which the Doppler boosting factor is minimised, whereas the solid line
shows the model in which the values of the parameters are chosen to account for all ra-
dio and optical data points. Dashed gridline shows the position of 32 GHz. The values
of the parameters are shown in Table 5.1. Historical data, shown as grey symbols, at
the wavelengths of 1.38, 2.7, 3.9, 7.7, 13 and 31 cm are from RATAN-600; other radio to
optical frequencies data from [KWPN81, WJS+81, EPW+82, Per82, PFJ82, LRL+85,
SSN+87, KS90, MKC+90, HMWB91, KWG+93, GSH+94, HWRW95, DBB+96,
RTd+97, ZZC+97, RWR99, CLC+02, RVT+03]; UV data from [PT93, GVR+97]; X-
ray data from [BSP+92, CFGM97, KTM+98, GMC+99, TRG+03, PFB+05]; and γ-ray
data from [MJJ+95, HBB+99, Col06].

5.3.2 Double power-law injection

Inspection of the blue line spectrum in Fig. 5.3 shows that emission in the fre-

quency range where the INTEGRAL upper limits reside corresponds to first inverse

Compton scattering of synchrotron photons at νp. Therefore, for the purpose of ma-

nipulating the level of flux at the INTEGRAL frequencies, we introduce a fictitious

parameter rp, which determines the ratio of the level of flux between νp and γ2νp. The

normalisation constant in the double power-law injection spectrum, Q0 is eliminated
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Figure 5.5: The spectral energy distribution of S5 0716 +714 and the model spectra, as
represented in Fig. 5.3, in radio to optical band. Top panel shows the model in which
the Doppler boosting factor is minimised. Bottom panel shows the model in which the
values of the parameters are chosen to account for all radio and optical data points.

in favour of the parameter rp

rp =
4
3
γ2

pRσT

∫ ∞

0
ne(γ)dγ (5.23)

where the integral is evaluated according to Eqs. (5.7) and (5.8). In the monoenergetic

limit, rp is equivalent to ξ. We are, therefore, able to use the simpler monoenergetic

model to estimate the required values of rp, D and νcool by specifying νabs and νp, as

described in the previous subsection.

In Figs. 5.4 and 5.5, shown as dashed line, we attempt to minimise the Doppler

factor of the source. Since according to Wagner et al [WWH+96] and [OWG+06], the

variability displayed by S5 0716+714 is intrinsic, and the variability time ∆t = 4.1
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days was measured at 32 GHz and 37 GHz, we require the model spectrum to be

in agreement with the data at these two frequencies. We are unaware of variability

measurement at lower frequencies of the simultaneous observation, therefore we allow

the model spectrum to deviate from the data at frequencies below 32 GHz. At the

expense of having a lower than the observed level of flux below 32 GHz, we find that

the minimum Doppler factor required is D = 30.

The power law indices of the injection spectrum used to generate spectrum shown

by the dashed line are s1 = 2 for the low energy part, such that electrons with γ < γp

do not contribute significantly to the synchrotron emission, and s2 = −2.60, chosen

purely for the construction of the spectral shape from the far infrared to optical band.

The rest of the parameters are varied while keeping the Doppler boosting factor fixed.

To find the limiting case, we have chosen the self absorption frequency to be νabs = 32

GHz, and found that the minimum Doppler factor which can generate a high enough

level of flux at 32 GHz and beyond to be D = 30.

To meet the above criteria, the best fitting is found with γp = 244 and γcool =

7.85 × 104, the values of the other parameters can be found in Table 5.1. At the

observing frequency of 32 GHz, the brightness temperature in the frame of the observer

is TB = 1.4 × 1013 K. The frequency at which the synchrotron spectrum cuts off does

not affect the spectral shape at low frequencies. However, νmax = D/(1 + z)× ν0γ
2
max

is constrained by the optical data, which impose a lower limit on νmax, and the non-

detection by INTEGRAL, which impose an upper limit on νmax. The maximum value

is shown by the dashed line, where νmax = 1018 Hz. This translates to γmax = 5.45×105

with D = 30 and z = 0.3. It should be noted that the value of γmaxis a function of the

Doppler factor, therefore, for the same value of νmax, γmax can be smaller for larger D.

The model spectrum represented by the dashed line shows that it is possible to

interpret the observed variability at 32 GHz and 37 GHz as coming from one of the

jet components with the kinematics described by Bach et al [BKR+05]. That would

require the lower frequency emission to originates from a bigger source region than that

inferred from the observed variability at ν ≥ 32 GHz.

The solid line in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 shows the model spectrum in which we assume

emissions at all frequencies originate from the same region, as suggested by the corre-
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lation between the variability at 5 GHz and 650 nm [WWH+96]. We achieve this by

requiring the model spectrum to agree with all the data points from radio to optical

frequency, assuming a source size inferred from variability measured at 32 GHz and 37

GHz.

The values of the parameters are chosen such that all radio points are fitted. The

Comptonisation parameter ξ must be kept low enough such that the inverse Compton

spectra are below the upper limits. This is achieved at the expense of having high

Doppler factor, at D = 65. The spectral indices of the injection spectrum are s1 = 2,

s2 = −2.61, peaking at γp = 696. Radiative cooling sets in at γcool = 6.19 × 106, and

ξ = 10−1.14. The brightness temperature at 32 GHz is TB = 2.5×1012 K. We also show

here the minimum value of νmax which is just high enough to reach the optical points,

and this is found to be equal to νmax = 1.5× 1015 Hz (γmax = 5.19× 104).

In this case, we show that if the emission at all frequencies originates from the

same source region, it must be beamed at a much higher Doppler factor than that

proposed for the jet components by Bach et al [BKR+05], suggesting that the source

moves at a higher speed than the jet or closer to the line of sight. Alternatively, the

jet components may not all have the same speed, and the large range of superluminal

motion could be a result of variations in speed.
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Parameters Mono (red) Mono (blue) Power-law (dashed) Power-law (solid)
z 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3

∆t (days) 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1
D 55 55 30 65

νp (Hz) 5.5× 1013 3.9× 1011 2.0× 1011 2.7× 1011

νcool (Hz) 1.74× 1012 1.17× 1019 2.07× 1016 2.14× 1019

νmax (Hz) − − 1.0× 1018 1.5× 1015

ξ 10−2.5 10−0.75 0.93 0.86
R (pc) 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.17
θd (µas) 32.5 32.5 17.7 38.4

γp 691 800 244 696
γcool 123 4.39× 106 7.85× 104 6.19× 106

γmax − − 5.45× 105 5.19× 104

Ne (cm−3) 0.02 0.70 3.15 0.32
B (mG) 648 3.43 34.7 2.65
UB/Upar 1.8× 103 1.0× 10−3 0.04 8.4× 10−4

TB (K) 3.7× 1012 3.9× 1012 1.4× 1013 2.5× 1012

τT 6× 10−9 2× 10−7 5× 10−7 1× 10−7

Pjet (ergs/s) 1× 1045 3× 1043 5× 1042 4× 1043

Table 5.1: Values of the parameters used in the monoenergetic model and the double
power-law injection model, shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. θd is the angular diameter of
the source at its rest frame, Upar is the energy density of the particles and Pjet is the
jet power in the rest frame of the host galaxy, predicted by each model. From z to ξ
(monoenergetic) or νmax (power-law) are parameters we specify for the computation of
the spectra, which are constrained by observations. From ξ (power-law) or R (monoen-
ergetic) to Pjet are secondary parameters calculated from the first set of parameters.
The compactness of all four models are negligibly small and is therefore not included
in the discussion.



Chapter 6

Circular Polarisation of Monoenergetic Electrons

In Chapter 4, we have examined the parameters of the monoenergetic model

which determine the brightness temperature of a compact synchrotron source. We

have found that synchrotron emission can be partially circularly polarised, although the

degree of polarisation is small. Early studies of synchrotron absorption, e.g. Ginzburg

and Syrovatskii (1965) [GS65], have not included polarisation dependent absorption

processes, while Legg and Westfold (1968) [LW68] studied the polarised intensities of

synchrotron emission but without considering the corresponding absorption processes.

Sazonov (1968) first treated the radiative transport equation for synchrotron emission

to include the relevant absorption processes as well as Faraday conversion and rotation,

which he discussed qualitatively in [Saz69b].

The polarised dissipative absorption processes act to reduce the intensity of the

corresponding polarised emission. Whereas the Faraday effects are non-dissipative, and

act only to change the polarisation properties of the emission. Faraday rotation apply

to elliptically polarised waves in a medium in which the natural modes are circularly

polarised, where the polarisation plane of the linearly polarised component rotates as

the waves propagates due to the difference in speed between which the two circularly

polarised components propagate. Faraday conversion apply in a medium in which the

natural modes are linearly polarised. Linear polarisation is converted into circular as

the two linearly polarised components propagate at different speeds, which results in a

phase shift.

More detailed theoretical studies of circular polarisation in synchrotron emission

have been carried out by e.g. Pacholczyk and Swihart (1974) [PS74] and Jones and
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O’Dell (1977)[JO77]. Following from the study by Jones and O’Dell (1977) in [JO77],

in which they assumed a power-law distribution of electrons, and claimed that circular

polarisation changes sign just below the self-absorption frequency in the presence of

Faraday rotation and conversion, we examine and evaluate the polarisation properties

of synchrotron emission from monoenergetic electrons in this chapter.

6.1 The polarised synchrotron emission and absorption

The electric field E from a charged particle can be decomposed into two com-

ponents, perpendicular to each other, in the direction e1 and e2 [see e.g. Jac75], for

example, in the form of

Ex = E0x cos [(kz − ωt) + δx] (6.1)

Ey = E0y cos [(kz − ωt) + δy] (6.2)

where we adopt e1 to be the x direction, e2 to be the y direction, with the wave

propagates in the z direction, E0x and E0y are the normalisation constants of the electric

field in the x and y direction, respectively, k is the wave number, ω is the frequency of

oscillation, δx and δy are the phase shifts in the x and y direction, respectively.

The polarised intensity of the electric field E described by Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2)

can be represented as the polarisation tensor P,

P =

 〈
E2

0x

〉
〈E0xE0y(cos δ − i sin δ)〉

〈E0xE0y(cos δ + i sin δ)〉
〈
E2

0y

〉
 (6.3)

where δ = δy − δx, and <> denotes an average over time.

Similarly, the synchrotron specific intensity can be described by the polarisation

tensor, Pα,β. Since synchrotron radiation is highly (linearly) polarised, it is commonly

treated only in the two natural modes, P 11 and P 22, where we consider the two natural

modes to have polarisation vectors e1 and e2. When considering the polarisation prop-

erties of synchrotron emission, the cross-correlation functions, P 12 = (P 21)∗, which

contain information about the relative phase of the components in the two modes,

must also be taken into account.

For the computation of the transfer of radiation, we adopt the more practical

Stokes parameters instead of the polarisation tensor. Choosing e1 and e2 to be real,
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the Stokes parameters are defined as

Pα,β =
1
2

 I + Q U − iV

U + iV I −Q

 (6.4)

The polarisation properties are contained in the Stokes parameters, where the degree

of linear polarisation rL and the degree of circular polarisation rC are

rL =
(Q2 + U2)1/2

I
, rC =

V

I
(6.5)

The Stokes parameters can be understood as I being the total (unpolarised) intensity,

±Q being the linearly polarised intensity in the e(1,2) direction, ±U being the linearly

polarised intensity in a direction at an angle π/4 to e(1,2) and ±V being the left and

right handed circular polarisation.

The four components of the synchrotron emissivity, corresponding to the four

Stokes parameters, from a homogeneous distribution of monoenergetic electrons or

Lorentz factor γ and number density Ne, embedded in a uniform magnetic field B, are

given in Legg and Westfold (1968) [LW68], and can be written in our notation as

JI =
√

3
2

αfNehνL sin θF (x) (6.6)

JQ =
√

3
2

αfNehνL sin θxK2/3(x) (6.7)

JV =
4√
3
αfNe

cot θ

γ
hνL sin θ

{
xK1/3(x) +

2
x

[
xK2/3(x)− F (x)

2

]}
(6.8)

where αf is the fine structure constant, θ is the angle between the magnetic field

direction and the line of sight, νL = eB/(2πm) is the Larmor frequency, Kn(x) is

a modified Bessel function, F (x) = x
∫∞
x K5/3(t)dt, with x = 2ν/(3νLγ2 sin θ). In a

homogeneous medium, a suitable choice of coordinates allows all U−components of the

emissivity, as well as absorption, conversion and rotation to be 0.

6.2 Absorption, conversion and rotation

The polarised absorption can be constructed from the polarised emission using

Eq. (1.12) in the form

αI,Q,U,V = − c2

8π

∫ ∞

0

JI,Q,U,V

Nemc2
γ2 d

dγ

(
ne(γ)

γ2

)
dγ, (6.9)
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where for monoenergetic electrons of Lorentz factor γp, ne(γ) = Neδ(γ−γp), the coeffi-

cient of the polarised absorption αU = 0. Substituting the emissivity JA (A=I, Q, U, V )

in Eq. (6.9) with Eqs. (6.6) (6.7) and (6.8), we obtain

αI =
1

2
√

3
σT

αf

Nemc2

hνL

K5/3(x)
γ5 sin θ

(6.10)

αQ =
1

4
√

3
σT

αf

Nemc2

hνL

(
K1/3(x) + K5/3(x)

)
γ5 sin θ

(6.11)

αV =
1

3
√

3
σT

αf

Nemc2

hνL

cot θ

γ6 sin θ

1
x2

×
[
xK1/3(x) +

(
2 + x2

)
K2/3(x) + x2K4/3(x)− F (x)

x

]
(6.12)

The transfer coefficients corresponding to the transformation of polarisation as

rotation of the polarisation ellipse (α∗V ) and as conversion between linear and circular

polarisation (α∗(Q,U)) were discussed in [Saz69a]. In a homogeneous medium, rotation of

the coordinates allow α∗U = 0. α∗(Q,V ) as derived by Sazonov [Saz69a] can be represented

in our notations as

α∗Q = −3
8

σT

αf

mc2

hν

νL sin θ

ν

×
∫ ∞

0

(
3
2
x

)1/3

γ′2
d

dγ′

(
ne

γ′2

)
dγ′

∫ ∞

0
z cos

[
z

(
3x

2

)2/3

+
z3

3

]
dz (6.13)

α∗V = −3
2

σT

αf

mc2

hν

νL sin θ

ν

∫ ∞

0
γ′ ln γ′

[
∂

∂γ′
+

1
2

(
∂2

∂γ′∂θ
− 1

γ′
∂

∂θ

)](
ne

γ′2

)
dγ′(6.14)

We approximate the integral over z in Eq. (6.13) as∫ ∞

0
z cos

(
z3

3

)
=

Γ(2/3)
241/3

= 0.469 (6.15)

since for synchrotron radiation, emission and absorption decay very rapidly beyond

x = 1, therefore, at any frequency (or equivalently x) x ≤ 1, the first term in the

square bracket of Eq. (6.13) is negligible compare to the second term. The second term

in the square bracket on the right hand side of Eq. (6.14) equals zero in our case since,

in the rest frame of the source, the electron distribution can be considered isotropic.

For monoenergetic electrons where ne = Neδ(γ′ − γ), Eqs. (6.13) and (6.14) become

α∗Q =
9
8

Γ(2/3)
241/3

σT

αf

Nemc2

hνL

1
x5/3γ5 sin θ

(6.16)

α∗V =
2
3

σT

αf

Nemc2

hνL

cot θ

γ6 sin θ

(1 + ln γ)
x2

(6.17)
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6.3 The transfer of radiation

The transfer equations for isotropic polarised synchrotron emission can be written

in the form

d
dr

SA =
JA

4π
− µABSB + µ∗ABSB (6.18)

where r is the distance along the line of sight, JA is the polarised emissivity as defined

above, and SA,B is the ”Stokes vector”, A,B = 1,2,3,4, with

S1 = Iν , S2 = Qν , S3 = Uν , S4 = Vν (6.19)

The matrices µAB and µ∗AB describe the dissipative, which in this case is the polarised

synchrotron self-absorption, and the non-dissipative, which includes Faraday conver-

sion and rotation, transfer processes that affect the intensity and polarisation of the

emission.

µAB =



αI αQ αU αV

αQ αI 0 0

αU 0 αI 0

αV 0 0 αI


, µ∗AB =



0 0 0 0

0 0 −α∗V α∗U

0 α∗V 0 −α∗Q

0 −α∗U α∗Q 0


(6.20)

The Faraday effects can be understood as follow. Consider the non-dissipative transfer

coefficient µ∗AB in Eq. (6.20). The effects of the second row contributes to Q, third row

to U and fourth row to V . Faraday rotation rotates the polarised intensity Q, and in

doing so, transfer a fraction of α∗V of Q into U . Faraday conversion convert a fraction

of α∗Q of the polarised intensity U into V , and a fraction of α∗U of the polarised intensity

V into Q.

Eq. (6.18) can be rewritten into a form which combines the two kinds of transfer

processes, which can be normalised to a set of dimensionless coefficients,

d
dτ



Iν

Qν

Uν

Vν


=



1

εQ

0

εV


SI −



1 ξQ 0 ξV

ξQ 1 ξ∗V 0

0 −ξ∗V 1 ξ∗Q

ξV 0 −ξ∗Q 1





1

πQ

πU

πV


Iν (6.21)
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where τ = αIr, ξQ,V = αQ,V /αI , ξ∗Q,V = α∗Q,V /αI , πQ,U,V = (Q,U, V )/I, εQ,V =

JQ,V /JI and SI = JI/αI .

The normalised coefficients not only simplify the computation of the transfer

equation, but also provide direct comparisons of the relative strength between absorp-

tion, conversion and rotation . The parameters which are for our discussion include

(π2
Q + π2

U )1/2 = πL, the degree of linear polarisation, −πV = πC, the degree of circu-

lar polarisation, and ξ∗V , which determine the importance of Faraday rotation. In the

strong-rotativity limit, |ξ∗V | τ � 1, Faraday rotation becomes an important absorption

mechanisms. The normalised emission and transfer coefficients are

εQ =
xK2/3(x)

F (x)

εV =
8
3

cot θ

γ

−F (x) + x
[
2K2/3(x) + xK1/3(x)

]
xF (x)

ξQ =
1
2

(
K1/3(x)
K5/3(x)

+ 1

)

ξV =
2
3

cot θ

γ

x2
[
K1/3(x) + xK4/3(x)

]
+ xK2/3(x)(2 + x2)− F (x)

x3K5/3(x)

ξ∗Q =
9
√

3
4

0.469
x5/3K5/3(x)

ξ∗V =
4√
3

1 + ln γ

γ

cot θ

x2K5/3(x)
(6.22)

We approximate the normalised coefficients in two limiting cases − one where

x � 1 and one where x � 1, to construct a hierarchy of the coefficients (with the

exception of ξ∗V ),

ξ∗Q →

 1.28 + 0.48x2 , x � 1

1.45x−7/6ex , x � 1

εQ →

 0.50 + 0.42x2/3 , x � 1

1.00− 0.67x−1 + 1.44x−2 , x � 1

ξQ →

 0.50 + 0.59x4/3 , x � 1

1.00− 0.67x−1 + 0.78x−2 , x � 1

εV →

 2.09 cot θγ−1x1/3 , x � 1

2.66 cot θγ−1
(
1 + x−1

)
, x � 1
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ξV →

 1.31 cot θγ−1x1/3 , x � 1

1.33 cot θγ−1
(
1 + 0.50x−1

)
, x � 1

ξ∗V →

 1.61 cot θ(1 + ln γ)γ−1x−1/3 , x � 1

1.84 cot θ(1 + ln γ)γ−1x−3/2ex , x � 1
(6.23)

For monoenergetic electrons with γ � 1 and assuming cot θ = 1, the hierarchy ξ∗Q >

1 > εQ > ξQ � εV > ξV holds for a wide range of frequency. ξ∗V is an exception, which,

for most values of x, ξ∗V � 1. At x � 1, ξ∗V increases very rapidly, but for γ > 1,

ξ∗V never exceeds ξ∗Q, at very high frequencies, we have ξ∗Q > ξ∗V � 1. However, the

corresponding absorption depth τs � 1 at very high frrequencies, therefore the rotation

depth ξ∗V τs is negligible. At x � 1, ξ∗V � ξ∗Q > 1, Faraday rotation can dominate as

absorption depth increases towards low frequency.

The order of the hierarchy of the transfer coefficients are somewhat different

from that of power-law electrons, which, according to Jones and O’Dell[JO77], is

ξ∗Q ∼> 1 > ξQ > εQ � ξV > εV . The key difference is that the emission coeffi-

cients of monoenergetic electrons are slightly higher than the corresponding absorption

coefficients. Whereas when there are lower energy electrons present, absorption is dom-

inated by these low energy electrons. For the V−components, it is obvious that if a

higher value γ is responsible for εV than for ξV , ξV can easily become larger than εV .

Although it is not immediately obvious how γ affects the Q−components, realising that

x ∝ γ−2, the same can be said for ξQ and εQ.

6.4 Degree of polarisation

Since the transfer coefficients are independent of distant r, Eq. (6.21) can be

solved analytically. A discussion on methods for solving the transfer equation explicitly

can be found in Chapter 6 of [Mel80]. For a given set of parameters (γ, Ne, B), the

solution to Eq. (6.21) at a distant r = R, the surface of the source, is in the form

Iν

Qν

Uν

Vν


=



I∞ν

Q∞
ν

U∞
ν

V ∞
ν


− e−τs



gI(x)

gQ(x)

gU (x)

gV (x)





I∞ν

Q∞
ν

U∞
ν

V ∞
ν


(6.24)
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where the functions gA(x) are functions of ξ(Q,V) and ξ∗(Q,V), and with (γ, Ne, B) fixed,

they are functions of frequency, or x, only. The exact form of gA(x) can be found

in Appendix B of Jones and O’Dell [JO77]. The superscript ∞ denotes solutions to

Eq. (6.21) which dominates as τs →∞.

The exact solutions are rather long and complicated, and do not give much insight

into the behaviour of the polarised intensities. Therefore, for the purpose of analysing

the behaviour of the linear and circular polarisation, we approximate the solutions

to Eq. (6.21) in the optically thick region, and in the optically thin region. In the

optically thick limit where τs � 1, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (6.24)

vanishes as τs approaches ∞. In the optically thin limit, Eq. (6.21) is solved without

the contribution from the absorption coefficients, which are negligible at τs � 1.

Taking the hierarchy of the transfer coefficients into consideration, the solutions

can be divided into two cases. In one case, where (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 at moderate x, Faraday

rotation is weak, and the other case in the strong rotativity limit at x � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1.

In the strong rotativity limit (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1, for large absorption depth, τs � 1,

rL ≈ |πU | →
∣∣∣∣∣εQ − ξQ

ξ∗V

∣∣∣∣∣
rC → −

[
(εV − ξV ) +

ξ∗Q
ξ∗V

(εQ − ξQ)

]
(6.25)

and for small absorption depth τs � 1 with |ξ∗V τs| � 1,

rL ≈ |πU | →
εQ

|ξ∗V | τs

rC → −
[
εV +

(
ξ∗Q
ξ∗V

)
εQ

]
(6.26)

Whereas in the weak rotation limit (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1, for strong absorption τs � 1,

rL ≈ |πQ| → |εQ − ξQ|

rC → −
(

εV − ξV

1 + ξ∗2Q

)
(6.27)

and for small absorption depth τs � 1,

rL ≈ |πQ| → εQ

rC → −εV (6.28)
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Figure 6.1: Degree of circular polarisation of a homogeneous, self-absorbed synchrotron
source against ν/νn = x (νn is equivalent to νabs in our notation). The calculation
assume an angle θ = π/4 and spectral index α = 0.5. The characteristic Lorentz factor
at the self-absorption frequency νn are γ = 102.5 (left) and γ = 103.0 (right). The
numbers labelling each line represent the low energy cut-off as log10 γmin. The (black)
dashed line indicates negative helicity. The red, blue and green dashed lines show the
positions of sign reversal for γmin = 100.5, 102.0 and 102.5 respectively. [JO77]

The approximations shown in Eqs. (6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) are model

independent. In a source with monoenergetic electrons where εQ > ξQ and εV > ξV ,

the sign of the circular polarisation remains unchanged. If low energy electrons are

present, such that ξQ > εQ and ξV > εV , the sign of πC changes at a frequency between

the optically thick and the optically thin region, as shown in Fig. 6.1, at a frequency

close to x = 1, as was suggested by Jones and O’Dell [JO77].

As we have shown in Chapter 4, the frequency xabs at which the synchrotron

optical depth τs = 1, for a specified set of (Ne, B, R), depends on γ, in particular,

xabs decreases as γ increases. The frequency division, xrot, between strong and weak
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rotation is also strongly dependent on γ, where

ξ∗V
ξ∗Q

=
1.278
x1/3

(
1 + ln γ

γ

)
(6.29)

Strong rotativity limit apply at frequencies

x < xrot ≈
(

1 + ln γ

γ

)3

(6.30)

For a power-law electron distribution which extends to γ = 1, xrot ≈ 1, whereas for

monoenergetic electrons with γ � 1, or in the presence of a low energy cut-off in

the power-law spectrum, Faraday rotation dominates at much lower x. For example,

monoenergetic electrons with energy γ = 103 or a cut-off in the power-law spectrum at

this energy, xrot ≈ 5× 10−7.

6.5 Weak and strong absorption limit

The results summarised by Eqs. (6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) can be used to

study the two scenarios of the monoenergetic model, one with strong absorption and

the other weak absorption, as described in Chapter 4. For a given set of (Ne, B, R),

a large γ results in a weakly absorbing source, whereas a small γ results in a strongly

absorbing source. We therefore consider two hypothetical cases, one of very high γ

and one of very low γ, for a qualitative comparison, where we approximate Eqs. (6.25),

(6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) according to the given criteria.

In a weakly absorbing source where γ � 1, we expect (1) the frequency at

which the synchrotron optical depth τs = 1 xabs � 1 and (2) the frequency below

which Faraday rotation dominates, xrot � 1. Therefore, the range of frequency can be

divided into four regions:

Region 1 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 [Eq. (6.25)]

rC → −
[
0.785x1/3

γ
− 0.5x

γ
− 0.368

γ

(1 + ln γ)
x5/3

]
(6.31)

Region 2 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) < 1 [Eq. (6.27)]

rC → −
(

0.390x1/3 − 0.248x

γ

)
(6.32)
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Region 3 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 [Eq. (6.28)]

rC → −
(

2.094
γ

x1/3
)

(6.33)

Region 4 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 [Eq. (6.28)]

rC → −
(

2.667
γ

1 + x

x

)
(6.34)

In a strongly absorbing source, we consider 1 ≤ γ ≤ 10. We expect (1) the

frequency at which the synchrotron optical depth τs = 1 xabs � 1 and (2) the frequency

below which Faraday rotation dominates, xrot ∼< 1. The range of frequency in this case

is divided into three regions:

Region 1 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 [Eq. (6.25)]

rC → −
[
0.785x1/3

γ
− 0.5x

γ
− 0.368

γ

(1 + ln γ)
x5/3

]
(6.35)

Region 2 − x � 1, τs > 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) < 1 [Eq. (6.27)]

rC → −
(

0.390x1/3 − 0.248x

γ

)
(6.36)

Region 3 − x � 1, τs � 1, (ξ∗V /ξ∗Q) � 1 [Eq. (6.27)]

rC → −
[

33.5x7/3

γ
(
33.3e2x + 25.1x7/3

)] (6.37)

The approximations of the degree of circular polarisation are plotted in Fig. 6.2,

in which the weak (with γ = 103 on the right and γ = 102.5 on the left) and strong

(with γ = 100.5 on the left and γ = 1 on the right) absorption cases are shown in the

upper and lower panel, respectively. In both cases, lower value of γ generates higher

degree of circular polarisation. Whereas in weakly absorbed sources, the maxima lie

close to x = 1, in strongly absorbed sources, the maxima shift towards lower value of

x as γ increases. Although in the right hand figure of the lower panel, in which γ = 1,

the degree of circular polarisation is exceptionally high, this is not likely to be realistic

since the electrons in this case are non-relativistic, and therefore synchrotron emission

is not possible.

When the electron spectrum is a power-law, the higher energy electrons emit syn-

chrotron radiation, which can then be circularly polarised by the low energy electrons
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Figure 6.2: Approximation of degree of circular polarisation. Region 1 is shown in
red, region 2 in green, region 3 in blue and region 4 in black. The degree of circular
polarisation for all the approximations are multiplied with −1. Upper panel: Weak
absorption with γ = 103 (left) and γ = 102.5 (right). Lower panel: Strong absorption
with γ = 100.5 (left) and γ = 1 (right).

by Faraday conversion (and rotation in the limit of strong rotativity). Depending on

the low energy cut-off in the electron spectrum, the maxima of the degree of circular

polarisation can lie at or near x = 1, as shown by the lower panel of Fig. 6.2. Due to

the stronger absorption by the lower energy electrons, there will also be a change of

sign in the circular polarisation, as shown in Fig. 6.1 [JO77] in the previous section.

The frequency at which the helicity of the circular polarisation changes from positive

to negative shows similarly behaviour as the maxima of the degree of circular polari-

sation, as demonstrated by Fig. 6.1. The red dashed line shows (approximately) the

position of rC = 0 for γmin = 100.5. Comparing the position of the red dashed line to

the position of the blue dashed line in the left hand figure, which shows the position of

rC = 0 for γmin = 102.0 and the green dashed line in the right hand figure that shows

the position of rC = 0 for γmin = 102.5, there is a slight shift towards lower value of x

as γmin increases.



Chapter 7

Discussion

7.1 Brightness temperature

The well-known upper limit on the brightness temperature of a synchrotron

source TB ∼< 1012 K imposed by the inverse Compton catastrophe, has been reassessed.

We examine the brightness temperature limit by applying synchrotron theory to an

electron distribution which has a cut-off or a deficit at low energies.

In Chapter 4, we show that in weakly absorbed sources (see Eq. (4.1)), the

monoenergetic distribution mimics the situation in which the conventional power-law

is truncated to lower energies at a Lorentz factor γmin. Using the standard theory of

synchrotron emission and self-absorption, we find that, for such sources, the brightness

temperature at a frequency of a few GHz can reach approximately 1014 K, the precise

limit being given in Eq. (4.32). Physically, this increased limit reflects the absence of

cool electrons in monoenergetic distributions and in those that are truncated or hard

below a certain Lorentz factor. As a consequence, intra-day variable sources can in

principle be understood without recourse to other mechanisms such as unusually large

Doppler factors [Ree67], coherent emission [e.g., LP92, BER05] or proton synchrotron

radiation [Kar00].

The possibility of exceeding the new limit in a time-dependent solution by bal-

ancing losses against a strong acceleration term has been investigated using a set of

spatially averaged equations. Provided the acceleration process remains causal i.e., the

acceleration time averaged over the source remains longer than the light-crossing time,

we find a modest overshoot is possible, but the maximum temperature is still restricted

by Eq. (4.32). In strongly absorbed sources, such as those considered by [Sly92], high
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brightness temperatures cannot be attained in a self-consistent model of the kind we

discuss. As the synchrotron photons build up and are then repeatedly scattered to

higher energies by the relativistic electrons, the resulting γ-ray photons interact with

the synchrotron photons to produce electron-positron pairs. The synchrotron flux and

therefore the brightness temperature is reduced as a result.

We have examined in detail the parameter space available to homogeneous syn-

chrotron sources of fixed size. In the case of flat spectrum sources, we find that the

imposition of the condition of equipartition between the particle and magnetic field

energy densities does not result in a lower limit on the brightness temperature than

that given by the inverse Compton catastrophe. Suggestions to the contrary [Rea94] are

based on the more restrictive twin assumptions that the power-law electron distribution

is not truncated within the relevant range, and that the temperature is measured at the

point where the optical depth of the source is approximately unity. Consequently, the

observed temperature distribution does not support the equipartition hypothesis. We

also find that flat spectrum sources close to equipartition can approach the threshold

temperature of the inverse Compton catastrophe, in contrast with the finding based on

the more restrictive assumptions in Readhead [Rea94].

7.2 Spectral properties

In Chapter 5, we computed the synchrotron and inverse Compton spectra from

monoenergetic electrons and from electron distributions which are truncated or hard

below a certain Lorentz factor. We apply the two models to the BL Lac object

S5 0716+714, and compared them to the observed spectral energy distribution (SED)

of the source.

The SED of four models − two of monoenergetic electrons at γ = γp, two of

power-law electron distributions that is hard below γp − were shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4,

all of which have brightness temperatures well above the conventional Compton limit of

∼ 1012 K [KP69] at 32 GHz. Although all of the models have brightness temperature

exceeded 1012 K, they are in fact well below the threshold of Compton catastrophe

(ξ < 1).

The inverted radio spectrum (α ∼ −0.3, Fν ∝ ν−α) in the observed SED was
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interpreted as the result of a superposition of optically thick synchrotron spectra arise

from an inhomogeneous source. The spectral turn over at ∼ 1011.5 Hz was interpreted

as the result of the change in opacity of the source by Ostorero et al (2006) [OWG+06].

In our interpretation, the inverted radio spectrum arises naturally from an electron

distribution truncated below a certain energy, and the spectral turning is a result of

a spectral break in the electron spectrum − on either side of this turning point, the

spectrum remains optically thin. The self-absorption frequency νabs lies at a much

lower frequency (∼ 4 GHz). Our interpretation, therefore, does not require specific

gradients in the magnetic field strength and particle number density, and implies a

weaker magnetic field and/or a lower electron density.

One might suspect that at brightness temperature much exceeding 109 K, the

effect of induced Compton scattering would become significant [Syu71]. Qualitative

argument reveal that this process is insignificant in the scenario of our model, since the

photon occupation number (∝ Fν/ν3) at frequencies that permits coupling of photon

to electrons at γp is negligibly small. If we examine this point more explicitly, order of

magnitude estimate limits the brightness temperature of a self-absorbed synchrotron

source, imposed by relativistic induced Compton scattering, to (kBTB/mc2)τT < 1.

In order to account for a substantial X−ray and γ−ray emission by conventional syn-

chrotron theory, in which the electron spectrum (∝ γ−p) extends to γmin = 1, high τT

is required since ξ ∝ τTγ1−p
p ≈ τT, where γp = γmin = 1. In S5 0716+714, if we assume

that the γ−ray emission is roughly 1 order of magnitude lower (τT ≈ ξ ∼ 0.1), this

gives a limit of TB < 6 × 1010 K. In our models, however, a high τT is not necessary

due to the low energy cut-off in the electron spectrum, such that ξ can be large even

with small τT. For the models shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, the limit imposed by induced

Compton scattering equates to TB < 6×1016τT,−7 K, where τT,−7 is τT in unit of 10−7.

Observations of S5 0716+714 from infrared to optical frequencies suggest that

the spectral energy distribution between the frequencies νK = 1.38 × 1014 Hz and

νB = 6.81 × 1014 Hz can be well fitted by the power law Fν ∝ ν−1.12 [HLE+06].

Clearly, the top panel in Fig. 5.5 is much too hard at these frequencies. However, the

spectrum can be softened by simply lowering the cut-off frequency of the synchrotron

spectrum νmax (i.e., lowering γmax, bottom panel in Fig. 5.5). By decreasing νmax to
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approximately νK, the spectrum begins an exponential drop at or just before reaching

the relevant frequency range, and as a result, softens the spectrum. This does not alter

the level of flux or the spectral shape at frequencies � νmax.

The figure in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.5 demonstrates that if the variability of

S5 0716+714 is intrinsic, the Doppler boosting factor of the emission region has a lower

limit of D = 65, which is 2 − 3 times higher than the range suggested by Bach et al

(2005) [BKR+05], in which they interpret the range of apparent superluminal motion in

the jet components by adopting a small (2◦) viewing angle and large bulk Lorentz factor

(Γ ≈ 15), which leads to D ∼ 20−30. To explain this result requires the jet components

to be moving much faster during the observations of Ostorero et al (2006) than during

the VLBA observations studied by Bach et al (2005). Alternatively, the observed SED

can be explained by assuming that emission at frequency below 32 GHz has a different

origin that is larger than the region responsible for the emission and variability at 32

GHz. This allows the Doppler factor to be reduced to a value ∼< 30 by increasing the

self-absorption frequency νabs to 32 GHz, as shown in the top panel of Fig. 5.5. We

find that to remain below the INTEGRAL upper limits, a minimum Doppler factor of

D = 30 is required for a maximum self-absorption frequency of νabs = 32 GHz.

The models shown in Chapter 4 are away from equipartition of magnetic field

and particle energy, and in all of the examples (with the exception of the rejected

model, which will not be discussed here), the energy content is dominated by that

in the energetic electrons. This requires a larger amount of energy compared to the

equipartition energy (approximately the minimum energy requirement, see Chapter 2

and [e.g. Lon92, Chapter 19]), which in turn imposes a high energy demand from the

host galaxy. In a typical galaxy of ∼ 1011M�, the total energy available from accretion

of ∼ 10% efficiency is ∼ 1064 ergs. If the age of the universe is ≈ 1010 years, it implies

that the jet power cannot exceed 1047 ergss−1. From VLBI observations of the proper

motion of 11 jet components of S5 0716+714, we estimated the jet power required

for each of the models in order to account for the time scale of approximately 1 year

[BKR+05] between the occurrence of two jet components. As shown in Table 5.1, the

values of the estimated jet power are within the plausible range.

The example of S5 0716+714 has demonstrated several important spectral prop-
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erties, derived from an electron distribution that has a deficit below a certain energy,

as described in Chapter 4. The most noticeable feature is the hard, inverted optically

thin synchrotron spectrum, spanning a wide frequency range as Fν ∝ ν1/3. This is a

useful feature when applying to compact radio sources, which often show this type of

behaviour at radio frequencies [e.g., GSH+94, KJW+01]. Other features are the spec-

tral breaks which arise from the corresponding spectral break in the stationary electron

spectrum, at νp = γ2
pν0, νcool = γ2

coolν0, and the exponential cut-off at νmax = γ2
maxν0.

As explained in Section 5.2 of Chapter 4, whether γp lies below or above γcool

determines the final electron energy distribution, which in term affects the spectral

index of the high energy ”tail” of the synchrotron spectrum at frequencies beyond

the first spectral break. If the number of electrons leaving the energy bin γpmc2 is

dominated by radiative cooling, the synchrotron spectrum continues from Fν ∝ ν1/3

between νabs and νcool, to Fν ∝ ν−1/2 between νcool and νp, then Fν ∝ νs2/2 between νp

and νmax, and cut-off exponentially beyond νmax. In this case, the low frequency part

of the synchrotron spectrum below νcool resembles that from a monoenergetic electron

distribution of energy γcoolmc2. If, on the other hand, the loss is dominated by electrons

evacuating the emission zone over a time-scale of tesc = R/c, the synchrotron spectrum

continues from Fν ∝ ν1/3 between νabs and νp, to Fν ∝ ν(s2+1)/2 between νp and νcool,

then Fν ∝ νs2/2 between νcool and νmax, and again cut-off exponentially beyond νmax.

The spectrum of this distribution at frequency below γp is the same as that of the

synchrotron spectrum from a monoenergetic distribution of electron of energy γpmc2.

7.3 Circular polarisation

In Chapter 6, we computed the coefficients of both the dissipative (due to self-

absorption) and non-dissipative (due to Faraday conversion and rotation) radiation

transfer processes. The polarised emission and transfer coefficients were normalised

by the unpolarised counterparts. By approximating the solutions to the radiation

transfer equation in the optically thick and optically thin limits, and then comparing the

magnitude of the normalised coefficients, we found that, in contrast to electrons with a

power law energy distribution, the sign of the circular polarisation of the synchrotron

emission from monoenergetic electrons does not reverse at any frequency over the whole
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range of frequency of the synchrotron spectrum.

The difference arises from the fact that self-absorption is dominated by the low-

est energy electrons in a power-law distribution (which has a higher number density),

whereas emission is dominated by the highest energy electrons (which has a lower num-

ber density). Eq. (6.22) of Chapter 6 which shows the expression of the normalised

transfer coefficients, demonstrates that when the polarised absorption in the source

exceeds the polarised emission, Eqs. (6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) imply a sign re-

versal of the circular polarisation as an optically thin source becomes optically thick

to synchrotron emission. In a source which contains monoenergetic electrons, the nor-

malised emission coefficients exceed their absorption counterparts, which, according

to Eqs. (6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28), imply the sign of circular polarisation of the

synchrotron emission does not change. The result is unaffected by the dominance of

Faraday rotation over other processes as the main effect that alter the circular polari-

sation at very low frequency, or of Faraday conversion at higher frequency.

The maximum degree of circular polarisation in a source with monoenergetic

electrons is observed at the synchrotron self-absorption frequency in the case of strong

absorption and near x = 1 for weak absorption. In the common form of power-law

electron distribution, in which the lowest energy electrons are assumed to have γ = 1,

the maximum degree of circular polarisation rc is observed at x ≈ 1 (see Fig. 6.2).

We also expect the sign reversal to occur at x ≈ 1 in this case since, for a power

law energy distribution that extends to γ = 1, the self-absorption frequency is also

at xa ≈ 1. Whereas in a power-law spectrum that has a low energy cut-off at γmin,

the maximum rc and the sign change is observed at the corresponding self-absorption

frequency, which shift towards lower value of x as γmin increases.
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Conclusions

Since intraday variability was first observed in the optical band in 3C 279 by Oke

(1967) [Oke67], this phenomenon is frequently observed in many blazars throughout

the whole electromagnetic spectrum from the radio band to γ-ray energies, with the

first observation of radio intraday variability in OJ 287 reported by Kinman and Con-

klin (1971) [see EFK+72, and references therein]. Much effort has been put into the

development of theoretical models to explain radio IDV, including the interpretation of

IDV as a result of propagation effects that causes rapid fluctuations, and mechanisms

that are intrinsic to the source which can generate high fluxes in a compact region.

However, no single mechanism can conclusively account for the observed IDV in all

the sources so far. Whereas it is widely accepted in many cases that the very rapid

flux variations are due to interstellar scintillation, the extremely high intrinsic bright-

ness temperature of the source, which appears to contradict with the limit imposed by

the onset of Compton catastrophe in a self-absorbed synchrotron source, still requires

explanations.

This work intend to develop a comprehensive model that aims to reproduce the

observed high brightness temperature. The central idea of the model is an electron

distribution which cuts off at low energy. The approximation of such a distribution

as monoenergetic has been examined by Crusius-Waetzel (1991) [Cru91], Slysh (1992)

[Sly92] and Protheroe (2003) [Pro03] (see Chapter 3 for brief discussions on these work),

and observational evidence of a low energy cut off in the electron distribution has been

found, for example, by Gopal-Krishna et al (2004) [GBW04] and Blundell et al (2006)

[BFC+06] (see Chapter 4).
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We first computed the maximum brightness temperature of monoenergetic elec-

trons limited by the onset of catastrophic cooling of the energetic electrons. The lack of

low energy electrons gives rise to weaker absorption in the source, allowing more GHz

photons to emerge, and hence brightness temperature higher than 1012 K can be ob-

served. From our analysis of the intrinsic source parameters, we find that equipartition

of energy in the source does not prevent it from catastrophic Compton cooling, as was

suggested by Readhead (1994) [Rea94, and discussion in Chapter 2]. The prevention of

Compton catastrophe in a source where there is equipartition of energy only apply to

monoenergetic sources which self absorption frequency coincides with the characteristic

frequency (xa = 1) or if one is restricted to observe at the synchrotron peak (at τs = 1)

in a source with an electron distribution which is a power law in energy. Reproducing

brightness temperature much in excess of 1012 K by an injection of highly relativistic

electrons, or by continuous fast acceleration within the source to counteract the effect

of radiative cooling [Sly92, and Chapter 2], is proven unfeasible. The underlying reason

is that extremely compact sources would be required, in which copious pair-production

must be taken into account. These results are presented in Chapter 4.

In the next stage, we computed the synchrotron and self-Compton spectra of

monoenergetic electrons, and apply this model to the simultaneous multi-frequency

spectrum of S5 0716+714. The ν1/3 dependence at the radio frequencies is well fitted by

synchrotron spectrum of monoenergetic electrons. However, this simple approximation

is insufficient to account for the emission at optical frequencies. We therefore revert to

our original scenario of an electron distribution with a low energy cut off. We assume a

continuous injection of electron with a double power law energy distribution, which has

a hard low energy spectrum that does not contribute significantly to the absorption

of synchrotron photons. Computing the synchrotron self-Compton spectrum of the

stationary distribution resulted from balancing the continuous injection with losses

due to radiation and electrons leaving the emission region, the SED of S5 0716+714

can be fitted by two limiting cases. In one case, the jet components responsible for the

emission is moving much faster than during the VLBI observations analysed by Bach

et al (2005), or emission below 32 GHz originates from a bigger region than emission

above this frequency.
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To complete the analysis of the monoenergetic electrons model, we examine the

circular polarisation properties of its synchrotron emission. Computing the polarised

emission, absorption and the Faraday effects, and examining the solutions to the ra-

diative transfer equations in the limits of very small and very large synchrotron optical

depth, we concluded that the sign of circular polarisation does not reverse at any

frequency throughout the entire synchrotron spectrum, if the radiating particles are

monoenergetic electrons. This does not contradict with the results of Jones and O’Dell

(1977) [JO77], in which they claim that circular polarisation changes sign as the source

becomes optically thick, this is consistent with our findings since in a power law energy

distribution of electrons, the polarised absorption is dominated by low energy elec-

trons, whereas emission is dominated by high energy electrons. The computation and

discussion of these results are presented in Chapter 6.

The model presented here can account for the high brightness temperature in-

ferred from the rapid flux variations observed in many extra-galactic radio sources.

The brightness temperature is not restricted by equipartition of energy in the source,

and the model does not require special geometrical effect for a high synchrotron flux to

be observed. Due to the variable nature of IDV sources, the energy distribution of the

electrons must be constrained by simultaneous observations from radio to X- or γ-ray

energies. Without these observations, the source parameters can only be estimated

using the monoenergetic approximation.



Appendix A

Synchrotron Formulae for Monoenergetic Electrons

We consider a region of homogeneous magnetic field B, linear dimension R, (and

volume R3) containing monoenergetic electrons/positron of number density Ne and

Lorentz factor γ. We begin with replacing the power-law electron phase space distribu-

tion ne(γ) ∝ γ−s by ne(γ′) = Neδ(γ′ − γ) in the standard synchrotron theory defined

in Chapter 1 in Eqs. (1.4), (1.7) and (1.12). The unpolarised synchrotron volume

emissivity, absorption coefficient and source function are

Jν =
√

3
4π

αfNehνL sin θF (x)

αν =
1

2
√

3
NeσT

αf B̂ sin θ

K5/3(x)
γ5

Sν =
Jν

αν
=
(

νs

c

)2

γmc2 F (x)
K5/3(x)

(A.1)

in the rest frame of the source, where σT is the Thomson cross section, αf is the

fine structure constant, and B̂ = B/Bc, Bc is the critical magnetic field defined by

h̄(eBc/mc) = mc2, Bc = 4.414× 1013 G, and

x = ν/νs (A.2)

νs(γ, θ) =
3
2
νL sin θγ2

= ν0γ
2 [ν0 = 3νL sin θ/2] (A.3)

F (x) = x

∫ ∞

x
dtK5/3(t) (A.4)

νL = eB/(2πmc) the Larmor frequency and θ the angle between the magnetic field and

the direction of the emitted radiation. For small and large x, the limiting forms of the

modified Bessel function K5/3(x) are:

K5/3(x) ≈ 22/3Γ(5/3)
x5/3

for x � 1 (A.5)
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K5/3(x) →
√

π

2x
e−x for x →∞ (A.6)

and the limiting forms of F (x) are

F (x) ≈ 4π√
3Γ(1/3)

(
x

2

)1/3

for x � 1 (A.7)

F (x) →
√

πx

2
e−x for x →∞ (A.8)

Because αν is a monotonically decreasing function of x, we can define a unique

xa(B̂, γ) where the optical depth τs = Rαν for synchrotron absorption along a path of

length R is unity:

ανR (xa) = 1 (A.9)

If xa � 1, we have weak absorption and for xa � 1 strong absorption. The

transition between the two regimes occurs near Lorentz factor γc, defined as

γc =

(
τT

2
√

3αfB̂ sin θ

)1/5

(A.10)

so that

τs = γ̂−5K5/3(x)

=

√
3τTmc3K5/3(x)

8πe2νcγ3
(A.11)

where γ̂ = γ/γc, and the Thomson optical depth τT is defined as

τT = NeRσT (A.12)

In the case of weak absorption,

xa ≈ 22/5 [Γ(5/3)]3/5 /γ̂3 for γ̂ � 1 (A.13)

whereas in the strong absorption regime

xa ∼ −5 ln γ̂ for γ̂ � 1 (A.14)

The source function in Eq. (A.1) can be rewritten as

Sν =

(
B2

8π

)(
9e2γ5

c

2πmc2

)
sin2 θ S(γ̂, x) (A.15)
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with

S(γ̂, x) =
γ̂5F (x)
K5/3(x)

(A.16)

→


2π√

3Γ(1/3)Γ(5/3)
γ̂5x2 as x → 0

γ̂5x as x →∞
(A.17)

and the optical depth to synchrotron absorption τs is a function of γ̂ and x.

A.1 Energy density

To find the energy density Us in synchrotron photons in a given source, Iν must

be integrated over angles and over frequency, where Iν = Sν [1− exp(−τs)], as defined

in Eq. (1.16). The result depends on the geometry and optical depth as well as the

position within the source. However, an average value can be estimated by introducing

a geometry dependent factor ζ ≈ 1:

Us ≈ 4πζ

c

∫ ∞

0
dν 〈Iν〉 (A.18)

and denoting by 〈Iν〉 the specific intensity evaluated at θ = π/2. Then

Us = ζ

(
B2

8π

) (
27αf

2π

)
B̂γ7

cU(γ̂) (A.19)

with

U(γ̂) = γ̂2
∫ ∞

0
dxS(γ̂, x) {1− exp [−τs(γ̂, x)]} (A.20)

This integral is dominated by the region x � xa in the weak absorption regime:

U(γ̂) ≈
∫ ∞

0
dxSτs

=
∫ ∞

0
dxF (x)

=
8πγ̂2

9
√

3
for γ̂ � 1 (A.21)

and by the region around x = xa in the strong absorption regime:

U(γ̂) ≈
∫ xa

0
dxS

≈ 12.5γ̂7 (ln γ̂)2 for γ̂ � 1 (A.22)
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which suggests the simple approximation

U(γ̂) ≈ 12.5γ̂7[
0.183 + (ln γ̂)2

]−1
+ 7.75γ̂5

(A.23)

where the constant 0.183 was chosen such that the approximation passes through the

point U(1) = 0.945 found by numerical integration.

A.2 Brightness temperature

Denoting quantities in the co-moving frame of the source with prime, the bright-

ness temperature is defined as

T ′B =
c2

2ν ′2kB
I ′ν

which transformed to the rest frame of the observer as

TB =
( D

(1 + z)

)
c2

2νkB
Iν

The dimensionless form of the brightness temperature can then be written, in

the co-moving frame of the source, as

kBT ′B
mc2

=
I ′ν

2mν ′2
=

S′ν(1− e−τs)
2mν ′2

(A.24)

where S′ν is as defined in Eq. (A.1).

kBT ′B
mc2

=
(

νs

c

)2 γmc2

2mν ′2
F (x)

K5/3(x)
(1− e−τs)

Replacing νs/ν ′ by 1/x, and transforming to the rest frame of the observer,

kBTB

mc2
=

( D
1 + z

)(
γF (x)

2x2K5/3(x)

)(
1− e−τs

)
(A.25)

Introducing the Comptonisation parameter ξ, defined as the ratio of inverse

Compton luminosity to synchrotron luminosity, and rewriting x in the rest frame of

the observer,

ξ =
4γ2τT

3

x =
ν

νs

(1 + z)
D

=
ν

νmax
(A.26)
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where D is the Doppler factor, z is the red-shift of the host galaxy and νmax is the

frequency at which the observed synchrotron spectrum cuts off exponentially. γ can be

replaced in favour of τs and ξ and x, such that

γ =

(
33/2mc3K5/3(x)Dxξ

32πe2τsν(1 + z)

)1/5

(A.27)

Eq. 4.30 can be rewritten in terms of τs, ξ and x,

kBTB

mc2
=

(
33/2mc3

45πe2ν

)1/5[
ξ

( D
1 + z

)6
]1/5(

1− e−τs

τ
1/5
s

) F (x)

x9/5K
4/5
5/3 (x)

 (A.28)

In the limit of x � 1, F (x) and K5/3(x) in Eq. (A.28) can be replaced by the approxi-

mations given in Eqs. (A.7) and (A.5), the brightness temperature TB can be expressed

in convenient units as

TB = 1.2×1014

(
D6

10ξ

(1 + z)6

)1/5(
1− e−τs

τ
1/5
s

)
ν

2/15
max,14 ν

−1/3
GHz K (A.29)

where D10 = D/10 and νGHz = ν/109 and νmax,14 = νmax/1014 Hz.

We define η as the ratio of the energy density in relativistic electrons to that in

the magnetic field, such that

η =
Neγmc2

(B2/8π)

B and n can be substituted using the expressions for the Thomson optical

depth τT and the synchrotron characteristic frequency, given in Eq. (A.12), and ξ

in Eq. (A.26),

B =
4π

3
mcνs

e sin θγ2

Ne =
τT

RσT
=

3
4

ξ

γ2RσT
(A.30)

η then becomes

η = 8πγmc2
(

3
4

ξ

γ2RσT

)(
3
4π

e sin θγ2

mcνs

)2

Replacing γ by Eq. A.27,

η =

(
339/2c9e4K5/3(x)3

645m2π8σ5
T

)1/5
sin2 θ

R

(
D13ξ8

τ3
s ν13

max(1 + z)13

)1/5
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In the limit x � 1, K5/3(x) is approximated as in Eq. (A.5), replacing x with ν/νmax,

η =

(
339/2c9e4

325m2π8σ5
T

)1/5
sin2 θ

R

(
D13ξ8

τ3
s ν8

max(1 + z)13

)1/5

ν−1

again, we can express η in terms of (ξ, νGHz, νmax,14, τs)

η = 2.9×
( D10

1 + z

)13/5
(

ξ8

τ3
s

)1/5

sin2 θ R−1
−2 ν

−8/5
max,14 ν−1

GHz

where, again, D10 = D/10, νmax,14 = νmax/1014 Hz, νGHz = ν/109 Hz and R−2 = 100R

pc. Analogously, the total energy content, Etotal, and the synchrotron cooling time

tcool, where

Etotal = (Neγmc2 +
B2

8π
)R3

tcool = γ/γ̇

γ̇ =
4
3

σT

mc

(
B2

8π

)

can also be rewritten as

Etotal = 4.6× 1047
( D10

1 + z

)−14/5 ( ξ

τs

)−4/5

sin−2θ R3
−2 ν

22/15
max,14 ν

30/17
GHz ergs

ctcool

R
= 2.9×

( D10

1 + z

)13/5 ( ξ

τs

)3/5

sin2 θ R−1
−2 ν

−8/5
max,14 ν−1

GHz
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